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To mitigate the small tolerance between pore pressure and fracture gradients an 
engineering practice referred to as "wellbore strengthening" is conducted to increase the 
fracture gradient. The method relies on propping and/or sealing the fractures with 
specially designed materials. Different competing theories exist for physical wellbore 
strengthening mechanisms which can be categorized into two groups. The first group 
explains that strengthening happens as a result of increasing wellbore hoop stress when 
fractures are sealed while the second group emphasis is on fracture tip isolation with 
suitable materials and enhancing fracture propagation pressure. The numerical models 
and lab experiments in previous studies have not fully replicated the operational 
phenomenon of wellbore strengthening. 
This study presents three-dimensional poro-elastic finite-element simulation's 
results for hydraulic fracture's initiation, propagation and sealing in the near wellbore 
region. The main objective of these simulations was to investigate the hypothesis of 
wellbore hoop stress increases when fractures are wedged and/or sealed during lost 
circulation control. To further support the numerical simulations' results, relevant field 
case studies, near wellbore fracture experiments and analytical models were also used. 
 This study demonstrates that fracture sealing is not able to increase wellbore 
hoop stress more than its ideal state where no fracture exists, however, it helps to restore 
part or all of the wellbore hoop stress lost during fracture propagation. Field cases reveal 
the importance of connecting wellbore hoop stress restoration with leak off test's (LOT) 
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The complexity of modern oil and gas exploitation requires a better understanding 
of the geomechanical behavior of rocks at depth. This ranges from understanding large 
scale geology features like fault behavior and salt diapirs to near wellbore issues such as 
the integrity of the wellbore wall. Most important among these is the integrity of the 
wellbore wall from either tensile failure causing mud losses and stuck  pipe or too low 
mud weight causing borehole collapse. Both mechanisms often result in hindering further 
drilling; however, tensile failure occurs more frequently and has more severe 
consequences. The extent of tensile failure is increased when drilling in deep offshore 
basins, depleted formations, or when planning highly deviated wellbores. One major 
concern in these situations is the shrinkage of the safe mud weight window between pore 
and fracture pressure which is a crucial factor in well design. Total overburden density 
decreases in deep offshore basins since the uppermost interval is water, which has 
considerably less density than rock. This can be described by the following equation for 
total overburden stress:  
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                                                                              (1.1) 
The equation shows the overburden stress is the sum of the water weight plus the 
weight of the formation's rocks to the depth of interest; so as the water depth increases, 
the overburden stress decreases at a given depth. A direct consequence of reduction in 
overburden stress is decrease in the formation fracture gradient which narrows the 







   A similar scenario is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where fracture gradient decreases 
with wellbore deviation (assuming isotropic stresses and drilling in minimum horizontal 
stress orientation). For deviated wellbores, the fracture gradient (Pfrac-deviated) can simply 
be estimated based on the vertical fracture gradient (Pfrac-vert) and the wellbore inclination 
(β) as follows (Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987). 
1 ( 16)sin( )
3frac deviated frac vert P
P P P β
− −
= + −                                                                   (1.2) 
The equation shows that tensile fractures and possible mud losses will occur at 
lower pressures in deviated wells compared to vertical wells. Although creating fractures 
is favorable during hydrofrac operations, in drilling operations this can lead to loss of 
mud which is the main safety control inside the wellbore. Severe mud loss might also 
lead to wellbore kicks and blowouts which cost the industry millions of dollars.  
 Another condition is drilling through depleted formations in which operational 
mud weight window shifts and thus increases the risk of lost circulation as well as kicks 
and blowouts. In depleted formations, formation pore pressure will drop causing 
reduction in the formation total stress. At the same time, shale layers (above or below the 
reservoir) might have maintained their pore pressure, which increases the risk of lost 
circulation when drilling the depleted (Figure 1.1). Drilling problems in depleted 
reservoirs are reported in both offshore and onshore sedimentary basins. For instance, 
Gulf of Mexico deep water wells are complicated by presence of high geo-pressures and 
relatively low fracture gradients leading to very small margins (van Oort, 2009). In 
McAllen and Pharr fields onshore Texas (Montilva et al., 2010) complex fault regime 
caused over pressured virgin reservoir compartments to exist between severe depleted 
zones. The complex fault regime in this field made pore pressure and fracture gradient 
prediction difficult. Infill drilling in these fields was accompanied by excessive lost 
























Figure 1.1. Motivation to increase the current limit of the fracture gradient by using 





The three major geomechanical problems caused by a narrow operational window 
can be listed as: 
• Lost circulation  
• Wellbore breathing 
• Kicks and blowouts 
Lost circulation is one of the largest contributors to down time in drilling 
operations and is ranked first in the top ten concerns in deep offshore wells (Zamora et 
al., 2000). In the Gulf of Mexico only, it is estimated that more than 12% of NPT (Non-
productive Time) is related to lost circulation problems (Wang et al., 2009). To stop mud 
losses into the formation, lost circulation materials (LCM’s) are added to the mud system 
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to fill the fractures which are created while drilling or fractures or vugs already naturally 
occurring in the formation. Although using these materials decreases the loss rate, the 
method does not give consistent results, and materials are selected by trial and error 
(Alberty and Mclean, 2004). Further, it is not clear to what extent loss rate can be 
decreased and how long LCM’s are stable and effective for a given loss zone. Often the 
only remedy that works when encountering losses is to set a cement plug and drill a 
sidetrack (Zamora et al., 2000).  
Wellbore breathing (ballooning) is a common loss/gain phenomenon in which 
slow mud losses are observed while drilling accompanied by mud returns afterwards 
when the pumps are off. This is normally severe when losses happen in a tight pore-
fracture pressure window. Typical reasons that are mentioned for borehole breathing 
effect include opening and closing of the natural fractures, deformation of the borehole 
wall, and temperature variations of drilling muds (Lavrov and Tronvoll, 2005) 
Opening and closing of fractures occur when fractures are opened when annular 
pressure is applied to the wellbore and the fracture fills with drilling fluid. The fracture 
closes when the pressure is dropped and makes the fluid return.  
Static wellbore conditions at higher well depth heighten the temperature in the 
drilling fluid and expands its volume which misguides the observer to be fluid gain. The 
temperature decrease from circulation causes drilling fluid to contract and to be 
incorrectly interpreted as fluid loss 
Wellbore kick and blowout is another consequence of a tight operational window 
which typically is related to lost circulation. The Maconda well incident is a recent 
example for which the current report of investigation mentioned lost circulation as one of 
the major "well control problems" leading to disaster (DOI, 2011).  
Distinguishing between real kicks and wellbore breathing is another challenging 
issue. Incorrect interpretation of wellbore breathing as fluid influx may lead to 
unwarranted well control procedures and increasing the mud weight which creates new 
fractures and lost circulation problem consequently. On the other hand, ignoring fluid 
returns and kick indictors as wellbore breathing may also lead to pressure rise in the 
wellbore and a potential blow out. 
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Wellbore strengthening is defined as “a set of techniques used to efficiently plug 
and seal induced fractures while drilling to deliberately enhance the fracture gradient and 
widen the operational window”. This technology has the potential to mitigate the lost 
circulation problem, and improve wellbore integrity to avoid well control disasters. In 
addition, it might reduce the number of casing strings required to drill deep water wells. 
Developing wellbore strengthening techniques with the potential to manage well 
control disasters is an important aspect of this technology. Linking wellbore 
strengthening technology with operational practices can be beneficial from both 
economical and environmental aspects.  
 
1.2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
The objective of this section is to review previous experimental work and 
numerical models investigating wellbore strengthening and lost circulation. First the 
experimental work of DEA-13 fracturing experiments conducted in the 1980s and GPRI 
joint industry project accomplished in late 1990s are presented. Then, numerical models 
including a summary of a barrier design system based on an elastic-plastic fracture model 
as well as numerical models conducted for wellbore strengthening studies are 
investigated. Finally, the important distinguishing of the two operational strategies of 
proactive and corrective wellbore strengthening is addressed. 
 1.2.1. DEA-13 Fracturing Experiments (Drilling Engineering Association-13). 
These experiments were the early industrial efforts looking closely at the loss circulation 
phenomenon based on rock fracturing experiments (Morita et al., 1990). Hydraulic 
fracturing experiments performed in predrilled boreholes with 10-lbm/gal and 16-lbm/gal 
density oil and water based mud on Berea and Torrey Buff sandstones and Mancos shale 
showed that fracture reopening pressure depends upon the amount of mud cake left on 
wellbore wall (Morita et al., 1990, Onyia, 1994 Morita et al., 1996a, and Morita et al., 
1996b). Solids in the drilling fluid formed a bridge in the fracture aperture which caused 
this effect. Since water-based mud develops a larger mud cake, it will normally have 
higher reopening pressure than oil-based mud as observed in the experiments. Although, 
no significant difference was observed in the fracture initiation pressures for water and 












Figure 1.2. No significant difference was observed in fracture breakdown pressure using 
water and oil-based muds (Taken from Morita et al., 1996) 
 
 
The observations from the split samples (Figure 1.3) indicated three distinctive zones: 
•  (1) non-invaded zone; drilling fluid cannot penetrate this zone 
•  (2) mud dehydrated zone; high solid concentration was observed in this zone 
•  (3) fractured zone; this zone mostly filled with fresh mud 
The important observation was that dehydrated zone length changed with 
different drilling fluids. Water-based muds have a significantly larger dehydrated zone 
compared with non-aqueous drilling fluids. 
The first order affecting the break down pressure and creating the initial fracture 
were Young's modulus, wellbore size, mud solids bridging, and degree of dehydration. 
Secondary effects were thermal cooling, hole inclination, and pore pressure build up. 
Laboratory experiments conducted by Fuh et al. (1992) showed that certain loss 
circulation materials can be used to increase the fracture propagation pressure above what 















Fuh et al., (1992) concluded that they were able to isolate the induced fracture tip 
and increase fracture propagation in the range of 3 lbm/gal to 6 lbm/gal in field trials.  
 1.2.2. GPRI Joint Industry Project (JIP). This project was carried out in the 
late 1990's with the aim to replicate DEA-13 experiments in smaller scales (Dudley et al., 
2001 and Van Oort, 2009). The main focus of the project was to investigate the 
effectiveness of different lost circulation materials (LCM’s). It was found that the 
fracturing pressure can be significantly enhanced by using synthetic graphites of specific 
types and sizes, where these materials are able to effectively enter the fracture and seal it 
(Figure 1.4). It was also found that WBM (Water-Based-Muds) are more effective in 
increasing the fracture propagation pressure compared to SBM (Synthetic-Based-Muds). 
Effect of hydraulically conductive fractures on fracture re-opening pressure was also 
investigated during these experiments. It was also found that hydraulically conductive 
fractures can lower ideal fracture re-opening pressure close to the confining pressure or 
minimum horizontal stress. 
 1.2.3. Stress Cage Model.  Alberty and Mclean (2004) presented a physical 
model of wellbore strengthening based on a linear elastic fracture mechanics model. They 
allowed small fractures to form in the wellbore wall and keep the fracture surfaces apart 
by using bridging materials near the fracture mouth. If the fracture is successfully bridged 




















Figure 1.5. Development of a "Stress Cage" by filling a fracture which will increase the 
hoop stresses around the wellbore (Aston et al., 2007) 
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They investigated fracture sealing using hollow cylinder rock samples, 
hydraulically fractured with drilling fluid. The study pointed out that calcium carbonates 
and graphite blends are the best materials to reduce mud losses into fractures.  
A two-dimensional finite-element model was used for simulating Stress Cage 
around the wellbore. Figure 1.6 illustrates the published FEM model. However, even this 
was a major step in further investigating wellbore strengthening their publication does not 















         




               1.2.4. Fracture Closure Stress (FCS) Model. Dupriest (2005) introduced 
fracture closure stress (FCS) as an alternative explanation of how the fracture gradient is 
increased by remediation. Fracture closure stress is defined as the normal stress on the 
fracture plane keeping the fracture faces in contact. Fracture closure stress is increased by 
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widening the fracture which then compresses the adjacent rock (Figure 1.7). This method 
requires the fracture tip to be sealed to create a higher fracture gradient.  
It seems that both the FCS approach and the Stress Cage follow the same 
mechanism in enhancing the fracture gradient by changing the near wellbore hoop stress, 
but there are some differences when applying the two methods. In the FCS approach, tip 
isolation is very crucial for a successful operation and also bridging can take place 
anywhere inside the fracture; but in the Stress Cage, tip isolation is not reported to be an 
essential part and also it is very important to keep the bridging materials close to the 
fracture mouth. Surprisingly, Dupriest (2005) states that lost circulation material size and 
type are relatively unimportant which contradicts previous studies (Fuh et al., 1992, and 









Figure 1.7. Schematic of how increasing the fracture width increases the fracture closing 




          1.2.5. Elastic-Plastic Fracture Model. Aadnoy and Belayneh (2004) presented a 
third alternative explanation of how fracture gradient can be increased above the 
theoretical Kirsch model value. Based on both continuum mechanics and fracture 
mechanics they introduced a well barrier design approach developed by using an elastic-
plastic fracture model. Their laboratory experiments on low permeable formations 
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demonstrated that fracturing resistance can be significantly improved by changing mud 
composition. According to them, the reason for the higher fracture pressure is that when a 
fracture opens, the mud cake does not split up but deforms plastically, maintaining a 
barrier (Figure 1.8). The elastic-plastic model assumes a deforming mud cake normally 
does not occur in low permeability formations. Therefore the connection between their 
theoretical study and laboratory experiments was not fully developed. 
Contradictory to the other mentioned studies, Aadnoy and Belayneh (2004) 
recommended using materials and additives with higher mechanical strength in the mud 
design instead of polymer type particles which are not sufficiently strong. It was also 
concluded that there will be a significant variation in the magnitude of the fracture 
breakdown pressure with a small amount of changes in the particle content. Their 
experimental data on different samples confirmed that there is a significant difference in 
both initial fracturing pressure and reopening pressure mainly because of changing 
bridging materials and also effectively placing the barrier.  
 
 
   
 







            1.2.6. Wang's BEA (Boundary Element Analysis). Wang (2007) investigated 
physical mechanisms of wellbore strengthening using Boundary Element Analysis 
(BEA). According to his results, fracture sealing can significantly increase the hoop stress 
beyond the theoretical limit. Figure 1.9 illustrates Wang's results for wellbore hoop stress 
increase when conducting Stress Cage. Figure 1.9 shows depending on stress anisotropy, 
hoop stress can be increased up to 20000 Psi (137 MPa) via Stress Cage. 
Wang et al., (2009) conducted a parametric study in which parameters affects 
hoop stress using a boundary element method for a fractured wellbore. He concluded that 
stress anisotropy and Young’s module have significant effect on hoop stress and fracture 
width, while Poisson's ratio and fracture strength have a less effect. Figure 1.10 illustrates 

















Figure 1.9. Wellbore hoop stress significantly increased when using Stress Cage method 
















Figure 1.10. Wellbore hoop stress affected by Young's modulus and stress anisotropy 




Wang's analysis is the only parametric study done in the literature on "wellbore 
strengthening", however, the model used for BEA study is an initially fractured wellbore 
with a predetermined fracture width and length. As a result, simulations based on sealing 
predetermined fractures are not truly replicating the same phenomenon applied in the 
field. Both fracture initiation and propagation change the state of stress around the 
wellbore; and for this reason, any change in hoop stress after fracture sealing must be 
compared with intact wellbore without any fracture.  
              1.2.7. Proactive and Corrective Wellbore Strengthening. Proactive and 
corrective remediation are the two operational strategies used for wellbore strengthening 
(Wang et al., 2007a, 2009; Fuh et al., 2007). The proactive approach is based on isolating 
the fracture tip to stop fracture propagation. The pressure improvement from this 
approach relies on the fracture length and decreases significantly when fracture length is 
increased. In order to implement this approach effectively it is very important to arrest 
the fracture as quickly as possible as to stop fracture propagation. Sealing micro cracks 
and short fractures are one of the steps applied in industry for proactive strengthening. In 
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a normal drilling there would be several micro fractures created or they might exist as 
natural fractures or caused by depletion. When these fractures are open and conduct fluid, 
any wellbore pressure exceeding the minimum horizontal stress will extend these 
fractures. This phenomenon also confirmed by Onya (1994) with the laboratory results 
for pre-fractured samples showing much lower breakdown pressures compared with 
intact and un-fractured samples. Dudley et al., (2001) experiments on fracture-reopening 
pressure confirmed that when resilient graphite materials were added to the base mud, the 
fracture opening pressure improved significantly. Wellbore breakdown pressure with the 
higher value of the Kirsch hoop-stress equation was also reported in the same study, 
indicating that materials play a major role in borehole strengthening where higher 
pressure than ideal may be observed in successful operations. 
Corrective borehole strengthening can be achieved by widening the fracture width 
and increasing the compressive strength or fracture closure stress as mentioned 
previously by Dupriest (2005). By creating an appropriate fracture width and propping it 
by the bridging material, an increase in fracture closure stress will be achieved if the 
material isolates the tip effectively and no drilling fluid bypass to the propagation zone. 
Deformable, Viscous and Cohesive (DVC) materials have been proved to be useful in 
wellbore strengthening applications in the field (Traugott et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2007a). These materials can deform under pressure or stress. When fracture width 
increases with wellbore pressure, the seal body maintains the seal by deforming.  
1.2.8. Alternative Wellbore Strengthening Methods. Additional alternative 
explanations of wellbore strengthening proposed in the literature are summarized in 
Table 1.1. Internal filter-cake bridging and time-dependent wellbore strengthening is 
based on gaining a wellbore strengthening effect when an impermeable filter cake is 
formed inside the fracture which increases fracture resistance (Abousoleiman et al., 2007, 
Benaissa et al., 2006, Reid and Santos, 2006; Santos et al., 2006). Changing the 
wettability of the filter cake in Non-aqueous fluid (NAF) from oil-wet to water-wet 
increases the fracture healing of the mud (Brege et al., 2010). This approach has the 
potential to improve the effectiveness of these fluids and to improve their LCM hold and 
further increase the fracture propagation pressure by changing wettability. 
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Thermal effects can play an important role on wellbore strengthening technology. 
These thermal effects can be created by various operational means which might change 
near-wellbore fracture gradient. For instance, by increasing mud and thereby wellbore 
temperature, it is possible to increase effective fracture gradient and/or avoid unnecessary 
losses (Gonzalez et al., 2010; I.Gill et al., 2006). 
Although the above wellbore strengthening approaches are novel, to this date no 








 1.2.9. Lost Circulation Problem and Practical Mitigation. As mentioned 
earlier in this section, the main objective for wellbore strengthening is to mitigate lost 
circulation by increasing the fracture gradient. Lost circulation means loss of drilling 
fluid, however, the type, severity, and root cause of the problem will be different. The 
operational procedures to cure losses while drilling, tripping and/or cementing might also 
 




Internal filter-cake bridging 
Filter-cake wettability alteration 
Time dependant wellbore strengthening 
Chemical wellbore strengthening 
 
Abousleiman et al., 2007; Benaissa et al., 
2006; Reid and Santos, 2006; Santos et 
al, 2006; Brege et al., 2010 
Temperature related wellbore 
strengthening 
 
Gonzalez et al., 2004; I.Gill et al., 2006 
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be different. In recent years, field practices, studies and new technologies such as 
wellbore strengthening have helped to attain great success in mitigating the loss 
circulation problem (Mclean et al., 2010). However, the problem still lacks a satisfactory 
solution especially when the results of using the new methods are inconsistent. Poor 
understanding of wellbore strengthening physics or mechanisms and unavailability of an 
advanced diagnostic procedure to identify the root cause in advance are the main 
obstacles to develop new mitigation technologies. 
Lost circulation can happen either by pressure induced fractures or through 
encountering naturally existing fractures and/or vugs. The first type of the lost circulation 
can happen as results of a narrow pore-fracture window, tight casing/hole clearances and 
negative impacts of pressure and temperature on rheological properties. Different 
techniques and LCM types are applied to mitigate lost circulation problem. Figure 1.11 
summarizes the most applied lost circulation remedy techniques by industry for both 
pressure induced type of loss and losses occurred as a result of vugs and natural fractures. 
Although using these techniques resulted in tremendous NPT reduction, they are not 















                 Figure 1.11. A summary of lost circulation remedy techniques 
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Table 1.2 shows the typical lost circulation material used which are mostly 
granular, fiber and flake shaped. The data in Figure 1.11 further demonstrate the 
relationships between the largest particles the bridging agent contains and the largest 
fracture it would seal. 
 
 





It can be concluded from Figure 1.12 that both the bridging agent size and 
concentration in the drilling fluid determine the largest fracture it will seal. Of these, size 
Lost Circulation Material  Type Additional Information 
Nutshells, Calcium Carbonate, Sized 
Salt, Hard Rubber, Asphalt, 
Gilsonite, Plastic, Limestone, 
Sulfur, Expanded Perlite 
Granular  
Cellulose Fibers, Saw Dust, Shredded 
Paper, Hay, Rice, Husks, Bark, 
Shredded Wood 
Fiber-shaped  
Mica, Cellulose, Cottonseed Hulls, 
Wood Chips, Laminated Plastic, 
Graphite, Calcium Carbonate 




A blend of two or three 
different materials to 
cover a range of sizes 
and shapes, e.g. 
combining granular, 




is more critical. To seal a loss zone effectively, the bridging agent must have particles 
matching the width of the lost zone (Messenger, 1981).  
One main challenge in using the referred techniques and materials is to avoid 
formation damage when losses occur in the pay zone. Most often LCM treatment does not 
bridge off at the face of the fracture. Instead, it is forced into the formation. It can damage 
the permeability or be lost entirely to the formation. Because of this, LCM materials are 
often acid-soluble so that any damage caused when operating in producing intervals can 







Figure 1.12. Effect of concentration and type of LCM on sealing fractures  










1.3. SUMMARY AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The literature study of wellbore strengthening revealed that the DEA-13 and 
GPRI were the two main laboratory scale experiments conducted to investigate lost 
circulation. The prominent outcome of these tests was the ability to increase fracture 
reopening pressure using a specific type and size of materials in the drilling fluid system. 
Investigating the physical mechanism that enhances the fracture gradient was not truly 
feasible using these experiments. Therefore, a clear understanding regarding the effect of 
material properties (size, type and strength) of the actual sealing mechanism was never 
achieved.  
The two main theories, Stress Cage (SC) and FCS (Fracture Closure Stress) were 
repeatedly mentioned for strengthening boreholes based on increasing hoop stress around 
the wellbore. To investigate this effect, numerical linear elastic modeling (Finite element 
and Boundary element methods) were formulated to see the effect of fracture sealing 
and/or propping on the wellbore hoop stress. Poro-elastic effects, rock and fracture 
permeability parameters were not considered in these studies.  
Most recently, a fracture propagation resistance (FPR) explanation was proposed 
by Van Oort et al., 2009. This theory is mostly based on DEA-13 fracturing experiments 
results in which fracture gradient increase are relied on enhancing the fracture 
propagation pressure. Some field observations in the Gulf of Mexico and lab test results 
were presented to support the case by focusing mostly on using synthetic and oil-based 
muds. Van Oort's results are consistent with Fuh et al., 1992, where their study confirmed 
significant increase of fracturing pressure in the field trials with having filtrate loss to 
cause tip screen-out. However, this effect is not present in shales and another limitation is 
that it is only effective for high Young modulus rocks and when induced fracture size is 
small. 
Although some successful field applications for "wellbore strengthening" have 
been reported, it is still not understood to what extent we can enhance the fracturing 
pressure in a wellbore. There are contradicting results on which parameters are affecting 




























Table 1.3 summarizes the wellbore strengthening methodologies, whereby some 
of them differentiate in the mechanism involved, material type and strength to be used 
plus the necessity for tip isolation. 
Several important questions around fracturing a wellbore are still not answered. 
First, to what extend are we able to change the near wellbore stresses of the rock, or are 
we just healing the fractures and not necessarily altering the rock stress? Second, how 
important are mud properties and mud additive properties such as material size, type, and 
strength? As discussed above, some results support that the technique is successful only 
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when specially selected size materials are used. Some others report successful field 
applications regardless of material properties. For instance, different materials system, 
forming gels by cross-linked polymers (Aston et al., 2007), calcium carbonates (Alberty 
and Mclean, 2004; Fuh et al., 2007), DVCS sealant (Traugott et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2008), DSF (Drill and Stress Fluid) water-based systems (Dupriest et al., 2008) to 
materials with higher mechanical strength (Aadnoy et al., 2008) were reported for 
wellbore strengthening applications. Although some authors (Aadnoy et al., 2008) 
reported poor experimental results using calcium carbonate and polymer based mud 
systems, successful field applications with significant increase of fracture gradient were 
reported when these materials were used in the mud system (Fuh et al., 2007; Aston et al., 
2007).  
Another important issue is the application of this technique for different rocks. All 
reported "wellbore strengthening" operations were conducted in the hard and 
consolidated rocks and no significant results were achieved for implementing this 
technology in soft sediments. Although the methodology seems to be applicable in soft 
rocks, is it possible to keep the bridges stable when the formation is weak? Or what can 
be done with the new opened fractures while creating a cage for previously opened 
fractures?  
Another issue is the upper bound for fracture gradient increase. Is the fracturing 
pressure being increased beyond what is given by the Kirsch solution? Aadnoy et al., 
(2008) verified that it is possible to increase fracture pressure by designing a better mud. 
However, a detailed leak off test of including initial fracture breakdown pressure and 
fracture reopening pressure when the fractures sealed has not been published yet.  
Using simple linear-elastic formulations to study wellbore strengthening 
mechanisms is a very simplistic approach. These models are very convenient and easy to 
implement; however, when the outcomes compared with related experiments, it revealed 
that linear elastic deformation simplifies the results to a great extent. The presence of a 
freely moving fluid in a porous rock modifies its mechanical behavior and makes the rock 
to respond poro-elastically (Detournay and Cheng, 1993). This study aims to replicate the 
wellbore strengthening as close as possible to the real behavior of the rocks based on 
using porous-elastic models.  
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Another limitation in the wellbore strengthening literature is the limit focus on 
rock fracture mechanics principles. Rock fracture mechanics can give a better explanation 
of fracture initiation and propagation characteristics. These include the idea of micro-
fracturing in rocks, fracture toughness measurement, heterogeneous and anisotropic 
nature of the rocks and changes in their resistance curves. One of the main objectives of 




1.4. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DISSERTATION OUTLINE 
As summarized, the current understanding of wellbore strengthening and the 
mechanisms behind it is still under debate. A common theme in all wellbore 
strengthening theories is that the strengthening effect is achieved by adding a blend of 
engineered materials to the mud system; however, the main difference is on the actual 
mechanism how these materials impart strengthening effect on the wellbore. Intensive 
numerical simulations followed by laboratory experiments and field trials are required to 
study those mechanisms. The laboratory setup used to date simply is not designed to 
impose those mechanisms. Most have only replicated a parallel plate or natural fracture 
experiment (Kaggeson-Loe et al., 2008). As well as for numerical simulations, pore-
elastic behavior of the rock has often been ignored which has a prominent impact on 
stress changes when fracturing occurs.  
The main objective of this dissertation is to conducting numerical simulations to 
understand the physical mechanisms behind wellbore strengthening. In addition, 
analytical models, field case studies, and lab experiments are used to further understand 
these mechanisms and also to support results obtained from the simulations.  
Three-dimensional poro-elastic finite element simulations are carried out in this 
study in order to simulate fracture's initiation, propagation and sealing. Cohesive 
modeling is used as the primary methodology to initiate fractures which is based on non-
linear fracture behavior of the rocks.  
This dissertation is summarized into seven sections. Section 1 presents an 
overview of wellbore strengthening, motivation and literature survey.  
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Section 2 reviews some fundamental concepts in fracture mechanics starting with 
linear elastic fracture mechanics, reviewing non-linear behavior of the fracture in rocks 
and finally introducing other strengthening mechanisms from fracture mechanics 
literature. The aim here is present a clear definition of fundamental concepts such as 
fracture toughness, fracture energy and fracture propagation which are used in other 
sections for building numerical models.    
Section 3 presents an overview of stress analysis and wellbore failure 
mechanisms. Since the near wellbore stresses especially hoop stress plays an important 
role in this study, a clear understanding of these stresses is required. In addition, this 
section includes the Kirsch solution for near wellbore stresses and analytical solutions to 
predict fracture pressure in penetrating and non-penetrating situations. 
Section 4 introduces the main hypothesis and methodology of the dissertation. 
Details on the finite-element model, analytical models for predicting fracture propagation 
pressure, and laboratory fracture experiments are presented. The aim of this section is to 
provide a deep insight on the methods and analysis used in this study. 
Section 5 presents the results for the finite-element model, the analytical model, 
field case studies and fracture experiments. Finite-element model results include fracture 
width determination, parametric studies of fractures, and hoop stress results for fracture 
initiation, propagation and sealing. For field case studies, several field cases worldwide 
have been reviewed with tight pore-fracture pressure window or severe lost circulation 
problems. And then numerical model and analytical equations were used to predict new 
fracture gradient if successful wellbore strengthening operation applied. Finally, fracture 
experimental results are presented which have been used for calibrating finite-element 
model. 
Section 6 discusses common misconceptions about wellbore strengthening. This 
can be explained better by reviewing the link between leak off tests and wellbore hoop 
stress. Further, two field case studies of wellbore strengthening in the Gulf of Mexico are 
critically reviewed. 
 Section 7 presents main conclusions and recommendations from this work and 




2. FUNDAMENTALS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS 
 
To investigate the fundamentals of fracture mechanics, this section is divided into 
two sections where the first section reviews fundamental concepts in fracture mechanics 
especially linear elastic fracture mechanics and the second section covers fracture 
strengthening in materials. The terms described in this section are the basis for the 
numerical simulations in future sections. 
An overview of non-linear fracture behavior and subcritical fracture growth which 
governs the fracture pattern in rocks is explained. This is an important concept existing in 
fracture mechanic's literature regarding fracture patterns in rocks, because although rocks 
are considered as brittle materials, they are actually quasibrittle which typically show 
strain softening behavior (Anderson, 2005). This behavior in rock when they fracture 
is the foundation to develop cohesive zone models for fracture modeling. These 
models have been used for fracture simulations in this dissertation which will be 
explained in the next section.  
Different modes of fractures are also explained. Simulations in this work only 
assume Mode-I fracturing which forms a classical two wing fracture. Furthermore, 
concept of resistance curves is also presented. This is a critical parameter in 
understanding how fracture toughness can be increased in materials. It is noted that rocks 
posses a rising resistance curve due to their non-linear fracture propagation behavior. 
The objective for the second section is to review strengthening approaches in 
other materials such as ceramics. Techniques and procedures to increase fracture 
toughness has existed (since 1965) in ceramic's engineering literature (Evans, 1987). 
Different mechanisms, procedures and materials are explained to increase fracture 
toughness whereby some of them sound very analog to what was reviewed as wellbore 
strengthening mechanisms. 
 Various models have been developed to explain fracture closure and arrest in 
steel by fracture wedging. Effect of wedge location, thickness, stiffness and when to 






2.1. ROCK FRACTURE MECHANICS 
 
Knowledge of fracture mechanics is required to understand how rock fails during 
mechanical excavation processes, such as drilling, mining and fragmentation. Rock 
fracture applications range from energy-related areas such as drilling and hydraulic 
fracturing to mining, underground storage, earthquake and tectonic studies (Table 2.1). 
The mechanics and terminology of rock fracture is sedimentary basins are shared among 








Energy Related Applications 
Drilling (Oil and Gas) and Hydraulic Fracturing  
CO2 sequestration  
Geothermal 
Coal Gasification and Oil Shale Rubbilization  
 










Earthquake and Tectonic 
studies 
Earthquake Prediction and Control 
Crustal-Stress Measurement 





The study of rock fractures has its roots in earlier work to understand the failure 
of the metals, and glasses; and more recently, ceramics. However, the existence of the 
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heterogeneity which is a physical non-uniformity of the material (Whittaker et al., 1992, 
page1) and the anisotropy which refers to directional properties of a material make the 
study of the rock fractures requiring additional terms and mechanisms to explain rock 
failure.  
Figure 2.1 shows a sample of Berea sandstone which has several types of grain-
scale heterogeneity, including heterogeneity in the size and shape of the grains, the type 
and geometry of grain contacts, the grain mineralogy and the amount of weathering. This 
indicates that even the sample assumed to be a uniform rock has different heterogeneities 
at grain scale which affects fracture propagation behavior and its path (Blair and Cook, 
1998). Figure 2.1 also shows a section of the hydrofracture with a torturous path due to 
















   Figure 2.1. Right: Cross section of Berea sandstone, showing different types of 
heterogeneity in rock at grain scale (From Blair and Cook, 1998), Left: Torturous fracture 






In addition, mineral variations, in type and size, make fracture behavior different 
for rocks than other materials both for small and large scales. In terms of anisotropic 
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properties, for instance orientation of minerals, rock behaves differently to the same 
stress in different orientations.  
Existence of initial flaws or initial fractures plays a prominent role in rocks. These 
fractures impact mechanical behavior of the rock masses, since existing fractures provide 
planes of weakness on which further deformation can more readily occur (Jaeger et al., 
2007, page 365). 
2.1.1. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics. Linear elastic fracture mechanics 
(LEFM) is an important fundamental concept for fracturing in rocks. A solid background 
in LEFM is required for understanding advanced concepts in fracture mechanics. 
Leonardo da Vinci was the first man who approached the root cause of the 
fracture. He measured the strength of iron wires and found that the fracture strength was 
not a constant similar to yield strength but rather varied inversely with wire length, 
implying that flaws in the material controlled the strength (E.Launey and Ritchie, 2009). 
A connection between size of the flaw and fracture stress was later published by Griffith 
(1920). Griffith developed a relationship among fracture shape, material properties and 
the external force needed for fracture propagation. According to Griffith, the fracture 









=                                                                                                      (2.1) 
Where a
 
is the crack radius, E and v are material Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio describing the material deformation with stress and sγ  is the surface energy per unit 
area that is equal to one half of the fracture energy, because two surfaces are created 
when a material fractures. Following Griffith, another approach for crack modeling was 
introduced by Irwin (1954) that is almost equivalent to the Griffith model but is more 





                                                                                                                 (2.2) 
Where G is the energy release rate which is the amount of energy for an 
increment of crack extension (Anderson, 1995). The Griffith theory for the critical 
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condition in fracture initiation becomes as given by the following equation (Whittaker et 
al., 1992): 
CGG =                                                                                                                (2.3) 
Where CG  is the critical strain energy release rate. Sometimes it is also named 
fracture toughness which is a characteristic property of a material. Fracture toughness is a 
quantitative way of expressing a material's resistance to brittle fracture. Since the 
initiation of the fracture depends highly on fracture toughness value, the determination of 
this parameter appears to be very important. Extensive laboratory work has been done on 
determination of fracture toughness in various rocks where different types of specimen 
configurations have been used (Clifton et al., 1976). 
2.1.1.1. Crack tip displacement modes. Assuming an ideal flat and sharp crack, 
there are three modes of crack displacement (Atkinson, 1987). Different loading at crack 
tips including normal, in-plane shear and out of the plane shear generates the following 
modes (Figure 2.2): 
Mode I or opening mode: In this mode the tip of the crack is subjected to normal 
stress which separates the crack faces symmetrically regarding to the crack front so that 
the displacements of the crack surfaces are perpendicular to the crack plane (Whittaker et 
al., 1992).  
Mode II or in-plane shearing mode (sliding mode): An in-plane shear stress 
affects the crack tip which makes the crack faces slide relative to each other so that the 
displacements of the crack surfaces are in the crack plane and perpendicular to the crack 
front. 
Mode III or out-of-plane mode (tearing mode) is the case where an anti-plane 
shear stress affects the crack tip. In this mode, the crack faces move relative to each other 













                                 Figure 2.2. Three modes of crack tip displacement 
 
 
Mode I is the most important loading case in the majority of the scientific and 
engineering applications. For this reason, most of the fracture mechanics work has 
concentrated on the Mode I stress intensity factor and fracture toughness in rock fractures 
(Atkinson, 1987). 
2.1.1.2. Stress intensity analysis. Assuming isotropic linear elastic material 
model, it is feasible to derive a closed-form solution for the stresses in certain cracks. 
This will be valid if the non-linear region be negligibly small. It is believed, however, 
that non-linear behavior is involved at crack tips in many materials. Figure 2.3 shows the 
polar coordinate axis with the origin at the crack tip. Each of the loading produces 
stresses near the tip proportional to 2
1
r
 which r is the distance from the crack tip. The 
stress intensity factor, IK , is the magnitude of the crack tip stress field for a particular 
mode in a homogeneous linear elastic material.  Stress fields ahead of the crack tip in 
































2.1.1.3 Unstable cracks and R curve. According to Griffith, the fracture starts 
initiating when CGG = . To distinguish stable from unstable crack growth, R is replaced 
by CG , which is the material resistance to crack propagation. A plot of R versus crack 
extension is called crack resistance curve or R curve (Anderson, 1995). Driving force 
curve is given as the plot of G versus crack extension. 
To distinguish between the flat R-curve and increasing R- curve consider Figures 
2.4 and 2.5. In the flat R-curve, the material resistance is constant with crack growth; so 
that a single value of the toughness characterizes the material. When the stress reaches 1σ
the crack stays stable; but once the crack reaches 2σ , the crack extension will become 
unstable. This is due to increase in driving force with crack growth while the material 
resistance remains constant. In materials with a rising R-curve, stable crack growth 
occurs. In these materials, there is no single value of toughness that characterizes the 
material as the driving force for unstable crack propagation depends on the extent of 
crack growth. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, the crack grows a small amount when the 
stress reaches 2σ
 
but cannot grow unless the stress increases. The conditions for stable 
crack growth can be expressed as follows (Anderson, 1995): 




dG ≤                                                                                                       (2.4) 





f                                                                                                                  (2.5) 
 
According to Equations 4 and 5, a material fails when the driving force is tangent 
to the R-curve. 
Material behavior is a dominant factor on shape of the R-curve. For instance, in 
ideal brittle materials the R-curve is flat. The material R curve will change once non-
linear material behavior affects fracture. Existence of ductile materials or a zone of 














The driving force must be increased for crack propagation in materials having a 
rising R curve. Geometry and size of the cracked structure can also have some effects on 
the shape of R curve. A crack in the thick sheet will produce a different R curve than a 
plate in a thin sheet, because conditions in front of the crack tip in the thin sheet will be 
plane stress while in the thick plate it is loaded in plain strain.  
The advantage of using R curve approach is that it will be compared with the 
appropriate crack extension force or curves of the specimen. The unique K curve that 
develops tangency with the R curve defines the critical load that will cause forming of 
unstable fracturing. The R curve method has been employed to describe material fracture 
toughness variation beyond the slow stable crack initiation portion. This approach is used 
when fractures are initiated in rocks because the existence of R curves in rocks has been 
well observed (Ouchterlony, 1982a and b). 
 2.1.2. Subcritical Fracture Growth: A Common Phenomenon in Rocks,                      
Glass, Metals and Ceramics. Subcritical crack growth is another characteristic that 
makes the rocks have non-linear and time-dependent crack growth (Swanson, 1984). 
Although it is often assumed that the rocks behave as brittle materials which obey LEFM 
(Linear-Elastic Fracture Mechanics) in reality they act more like quasibrittle materials. 
This behavior is better described using non-linear fracture mechanics. The non-linear 
behavior has the form of microcracking in the fracture zone which continues until 
Figure 2.4. Driving force/flat R-curve 
diagram 




ultimate failure (Figure 2.6). The subcritical crack growth which is the main reason for 
the microcracking was first observed in the glass by Grenet (1899);  
"This fact was appreciated by French champagne makers of the time who never used the 
same bottle twice, although bottles were expensive, thus saving many a good bottle of 
wine from destruction" 
Later similar fracture behavior was seen in other materials such as rocks, metals 
and ceramics. In metals, fatigue crack growth happens at a significant lower stress 
intensity values than the fracture toughness. The reason is the accumulation of damage 
from the cyclic plastic deformation in the plastic zone at the crack tip. An example of this 
delayed failure in metals was observed in World-War II, when "at least nine T-2 tankers 
and seven liberty ships suddenly broke completely in two by brittle fracture" (Rolf and 
Barsorm, 1977). This phenomenon also leads to very complex fracture propagation in 
rocks which often requires intensive studies for the prediction of fracture parameters. 
Environmental chemical effects on rock destruction is one of the factors that have mostly 
been ignored by the majority of researchers compared to other mechanical effects such as 
pore pressure and swelling (Torfs and Van Grieken, 1997). Today, knowledge of 
subcritical fracture growth is of great significance in rock fracture mechanics which 
catastrophic fracture propagation is often observed (Anderson, 1995). It is also essential 
to know the long-term response of the pre-existing fractures in deep sedimentary basins 
which are the targets of drilling for hydrocarbons. Time-dependent behavior of fault 
reactivations and earthquake processes are better explained with subcritical fracture 
growth (Lockner and M. Beeler, 2002).   
Investigating non-linear region ahead of fracture tip can help to understand 
variations in fracture toughness with different parameters. This region is a governing 
factor in fracture mechanics, because it controls important aspects such as stress and 
strain distribution, fracture mechanics parameters, and in particular, the fracture 
toughness (Whittaker et al., 1992). The nature of non-linearity is quite different in rocks 
and metallic materials. In metals, shearing is the main producer of the crack tip plastic 
zone. For this reason, shape and size of the plastic zone can be well described by classical 
yield criterion (Whittaker et al., 1992, Atkinson, 1987).  
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In rocks, opening of the existing and newly formed microcracks is the main cause 
of producing a non-linear region. When the microcracks initiate and propagate, they will 
form a microcrack zone ahead of the crack tip (Figure 2.6). Development of this zone 
finally leads to a macrocrack extension and this keeps the fracture propagating. Most 
rocks frequently exhibit highly non-linear behavior prior to significant macroscopic 




Figure 2.6. Fracture propagation in rocks, microcracks form ahead of a macroscopic 





Measured laboratory values of subcritical crack propagation have a range starting 
from 10 2−  to 10 8− (m/s). Under these rates, it would take around 30 seconds to one-year 
for a crack to propagate equal to the length of a sheet of paper (Swanson, 1984).  This 
time-dependant crack propagation behavior is observed in various materials such as 
metals, concrete and rocks. It is believed this behavior is not only a property of the 
material but also affected by environmental conditions. For instance, moisture is 
recognized as one of the factors responsible for time-dependant subcritical growth in 
glass (Freiman et al., 2009).  
Subcritical fracture growth can be a significant factor for rocks in tectonically 
active regions. It has been shown that fracture aperture and connectivity can be controlled 
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by this process (Olson et al., 2001). An empirical equation has been derived to correlate 





KkV == )(0                                                                                                      (2.6) 
where n is the subcritical fracture index, IK is the stress intensity factor and ICK is the 
critical stress intensity factor or fracture toughness, P is the applied load and, A and 0K  
are constants. Table 2.3 reports subcritical crack index with other rock mechanical 




Table 2.3. Reported subcritical index and rock mechanical properties for shales 
and chalks (From Gale et al., 2007) 
 
Lithology Young Modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson's Ratio Subcritical crack 
index (n) 
Barnett Shale 33 0.2-0.3 109-326 
Other Shales 4.5-61 0.03-0.3 No data 
Austin Chalk 48 0.1-0.4 95-124 





When planning hydraulic fracturing operations, it is required to have knowledge 
of the subcritical fracture index to characterize fracture patterns such as their spacing, 
size, sealing and orientation to bed thickness (Gale et al., 2007).  
 2.1.3. Hydraulic Fracture Models. There have been numerous theories proposed 
for hydraulic fracturing in rocks (Harrison et al., 1954,  Hubbert and Willis, 1957 and 
Economides, 1995). Traditionally, Griffith-Sneddon formed the basis of most fracture 
geometry models (Economides, 1995). Their work then was expanded by Perkins and 
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Kern (1961). Later on Nordgren (1972) modified the PK model to include the effects of 
fluid loss into formation. Khristianovic and Zheltov (1955) and Greetsma and de Klerk 
(1969) developed another fracturing model, assuming horizontal plane strain condition 





                     Figure 2.7. PKN and GDK 2D fracture geometry models (Taken from 





The maximum fracture width ( mw ) occurs at the borehole wall in both models 






                                                                                                     (2.7) 
And for the KGD model, the Equation 2.8 is used. 
 
In the Equation 2.8, L is fracture length, E is the Young's modulus of formation, 






                                                                                                     (2.8) 
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H is the total fracture height and L is fracture half length, and np is the net fracture 
pressure (which is the fluid pressure inside the fracture subtracted by the smallest in-situ 
stress, Fjaer et al. 2009). 
The main difference in two models is that the PKN model assumes plane strain in 
the vertical direction and the KGD model assumes plane strain in the horizontal direction. 
Fractures in formations are bound at the top and bottom by lithologies; and thereby, a 
limited fracture height is better approximated by the PKN model. Small fracture 
treatments or uncontrolled fracture height are better approximated by the KGD model 
(Valco and Economides, 1995). Another important difference is that in the PKN model 
the effect of the fracture tip is not considered; wherein the KGD model, the tip area plays 
an important role. 
Although using these models has led to successful hydraulic frac operations, it has 
been found that when dealing with complex geomechanical fields or when drilling in 
unconsolidated formations, these models cannot predict fracture geometry accurately 
(Fett et al., 2008).  The main reason is the complexity of the hydraulic fracturing process 
such as, coupling exists between mechanical deformation, fluid flow inside fractures and 
fracture propagation. If stress anisotropy and rock heterogeneities added to those 
processes, then the problem needs more investigation regarding the effects of new 
parameters added.   
PKN and KGD modified models were not applicable to layered reservoirs where 
the fracture growth is dependent upon changes in the formations confining stress. These 
models were frequently used until the 1990s and sometimes used today, but they have 
been replaced by pseudo-3D models as well as advanced finite-element models (Adachi 
et al., 2007, Advani and Lee, 1992 and Stolarska et al., 2000).  
Finite-element models have the capability of considering geomechanical 
properties of the formation and are widely used today to predict fracture geometry in 
hydraulic fracturing operations. One advantage of using these techniques is their ability 
to consider different couplings involved in the fracturing process. Wherein, the existing 
analytical solutions cannot accurately predict fracture behavior due to non-linearity of the 




2.2. FRACTURE TOUGHENING (STRENGTHENING) IN ADVANCED 
       MATERIALS 
 
As mentioned in the introduction section, increasing fracture resistance by 
improving rock fracture pseudo-toughness is one of the primary wellbore strengthening 
mechanisms. This can normally be done by shielding the fracture tip using appropriate 
fracture filling materials.  
 Although the term "strengthening" is a new phrase in the drilling industry for 
enhancing fracture gradient, it has existed in other branches of engineering as fracture 
strengthening or toughening (Evans, 1990, Ohiji et al., 1998). This approach has 
applications in different materials including ceramics, bones, polymers and steels. For 
this reason, the aim of this section is to review existing mechanisms for fracture 
toughness improvement in the fracture mechanic’s literature.  
Improving fracture resistance (fracture toughness) is often referred to as fracture 
toughening which sometimes is also called fracture strengthening in different materials 
including ceramics, bones, polymers and steels (Ohiji et al., 1998).   
Fracture strengthening mechanisms help to develop and formulate appropriate 
materials to enhance fracture resistance for various non-metallic materials such as 
ceramics. Ceramics are used in engineering applications due to their hardness and wear 
resistivity as well as their chemical and environmental durability. However, the brittle 
nature of these materials caused by weak ionic bonds and low fracture resistance resulted 
in catastrophic failure under a low stress level in some applications (Cao and Sakai, 
1996). To increase ceramic's toughness and resistance, they were fiber and glass 
reinforced. Reinforcement of ceramics was demonstrated as early as 1972 (Evans, 1990). 
However, extensive research on increasing ceramics toughness was not pursued until 
1983 when SIC-fiber-reinforced glass ceramics were introduced. Toughening Al2O3 with 
SiC (Silicate Carbonates) whiskers was also a step forward in developing the concepts of 
toughening brittle materials. 
 Increasing the fracture toughness in epoxy systems (Cardwell and Yee. 1998) and 
bioceramics for replacement of human bones (Peterlik et al., 2006) were also introduced. 
Experimental results in the last two decades on increasing the fracture toughness by 
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orders of magnitudes attracted a great deal of attention on the mechanisms involved 
(Warner et al., 1991; Niihara, 1991). 
Different mechanisms were identified for causing the material toughening. These 
mechanisms target either the zone ahead of the fracture which is sometimes referred to as 
intrinsic toughening (intrinsic strengthening) or the zone behind the crack tip which is 
called extrinsic toughening (extrinsic strengthening, E.Launey and Ritchie, 2009; Ritchie 
et al., 2000; Ritchie, 1999). 
Figure 2.8 illustrates the difference between these two toughening mechanisms. 
Intrinsic strengthening mechanisms are an inherent property of the material which are 















Figure 2.8. Extrinsic strengthening mechanism (Fiber Bridging, Grain Bridging, and 
Wedging) acting behind crack tip versus intrinsic strengthening mechanisms acting ahead 






Intrinsic strengthening is normally active in metals where dislocation pile-ups or 
interface decohesion lead to failures by cleavage and intergranular cracking (Ritchie, 
1999). 
Extrinsic strengthening reduces the crack-driving force. This sometimes is 
referred to as crack-tip shielding by introducing materials into the fracture. Both intrinsic 
and extrinsic mechanisms reduce the crack extension driving force as the crack grows. 
Sometimes a steeper resistance curve can be achieved when these mechanisms are 
applied. For instance, bridging mechanism in alumina-silicon carbide nanocomposites 
creates a steeper R-Curve compared to monolithic alumina polycrystals (Figure 2.9). 
The advantage of a steep increase in fracture resistance is that it leads directly to 


















Figure 2.9. Fracture resistance-curves of the alumina-silicon carbide nanocomposite and 
the monolithic alumina polycrystal, fracture resistance steeply increases with particle 
bridging (Taken from Ohiji et al., 1998) 
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 2.2.1. Toughening Mechanisms in Ceramics. Several micromechanisms are 
proposed to be responsible for increasing the fracture resistance in ceramics (Anderson, 
1995). The micromechansims proposed are given in Table 2.4. 
Microcrack toughening is to release the strain energy by formation of microcracks 
in or near the second-phase particles. The main problem with this mechanism is a need 
for a rising R curve behavior, because stable microcrack growth does not usually occur in 
a brittle solid. Initial flaws in these materials force the crack to propagate unstably, that 
leads it to the final failure. Generally, this mechanism is relatively ineffective which only 
a few number of multiphase ceramic materials were being toughened by the microcrack 





                      Table 2.4. Proposed micro mechanisms and their description 
Proposed micromechanism Description 
Microcrack toughening Releasing energy by forming microcracks 
Transformation toughening Building a non-linear zone near the crack tip 
Ductile phase toughening Bridging and absorbing near fracture tip 
Fiber toughening High strength fibers to increase fracture resistance 





The main idea in the transforming toughening mechanism is to transform particles 
near the crack tip which results in a non-linear process zone. Crack tip shielding is a 






Table 2.5. Ceramics with toughening mechanisms (Modified from Anderson, 1995) 
Toughening Mechanism Material Maximum Toughness, 
MPa m  






























Using nanocomposites in modern ceramics lead to a steep R curve behavior for 
ceramic materials which results in increasing fracture toughness incredibly as 
demonstrated in Figure 2.10. For instance, the fracture toughness of a magnesia-silicon 
carbide nanocomposite improved from 1.2 MPa.m 2/1 to 4.5 MPa.m 2/1 , followed by 
strength increase from 340 MPa to 700 MPa (Niihara, K. 1991). 
The main mechanism in ductile phase toughening is to have ductile materials in 
the fracture zone which can do both bridging and process zone toughening (Figure 2.11). 
Ductile materials increase the fracture resistance of the materials by plastically deforming 
to bridge the faces of a propagation crack and absorbing its energy through applying 

















Figure 2.10. Fracture toughness curves in alumina-silicon carbide nanocomposite, 













Figure 2.11. Ductile phase toughening, ductile second-phase particles increase the 







This mechanism has applications in bioceramics. For instance, hydroxyapatites 
with low fracture toughness were strengthened using ductile platinum particles. The 
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experimental observation also confirms the role of using ductile particles within the 
ceramics matrix (Sigl et al., 1981; Rubinstein and Wang, 1998; Bannister et al., 1992; 
Biner, 1994). 
Similar results were observed with the addition of thermoplastic second phase 
materials in epoxy blends (Cardwell and Yee, 1998). Presence of the thermoplastic phase 
significantly increased the fracture toughness of the epoxy matrix materials with a very 
small decrease in compressive modulus and yield strength. 
 2.2.2. Calculation of Fracture Toughness Increase by Using Ductile Particles. 






fss duuVG σ                                                                                           (2.9) 
fV  is the volume fraction of the ductile materials and )(uσ  is the nominal stress 
required to stretch the a ductile particle by u. maxU  is the failure displacement. The crack 












=                                                                                        (2.10) 
Where x is the distance from the crack tip, 0K , E and υ are the fracture toughness, 
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the material. Using ductile particles in the 
fracture zone increases the fracture toughness of ceramic by the Equation 2.11. 
In the Equation 2.11, ssK is steady-state resistance of the toughened material when 
ductile particles are used. The equation indicates that material Young's modulus and 
Poisson's Ratio play a prominent role in strengthening the material using ductile particles. 
2/1
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                                                                                 (2.11) 
 2.2.3. Toughening Materials by Fiber and Whisker. Using fibers in ceramics 
proved to be one of the effective mechanisms in ceramic toughening. The bond between 
the matrix and fibers is the key point resulting in fracture toughness increase. As shown 
in Figure 2.12, the behavior is linear elastic up to maxσ which the steady-state cracking 
initiates in the ceramic matrix. Once the crack initiates in the matrix, the load is carried 
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by fibers. The fibers do not fail simultaneously, because the fibers in between have a very 
high strength. As a result, the material behaves in a quasiductile way, where damage 
accumulates gradually until final failure. Figure 2.13 shows how fibers increased the 


















 2.2.4. Toughening Mechanism in Bones. As in ceramics, similar strengthening 
mechanisms were identified in bones which includes viscoplastic flow, microcracking 
and crazing, crack bridging and crack deflection that are illustrated in Figure 2.14.  
Fibers of collagen are assembled into the structure of a mature bone. These fibers 
act as bridging agents when the initial fracture starts to propagate in the bone. And like 
polymers, viscoplastic flow is an active mechanism in which collagen needs time to re-




Figure 2.13. Stress-strain behavior  
with fiber bridging mechanism  
Figure 2.12. Fiber-bridging increases fracture 
















                           Figure 2.14. Effective toughening mechanisms in bone (Taken from   





Formation of microcracks in a fracture zone also help to reduce the stress 
intensity factor near the crack tip. Crack bridging is the effective mechanism in bones 
when intact ligaments inside the crack reduce the fracture driving force.   
 2.2.5. Toughening Mechanism in Steel and Polymers (Fatigue Crack 
Retardation). One of the key failures in structural materials is fatigue which demands 
specific devotion to develop procedures to stop fatigue crack propagation. The process of 
fatigue failure itself includes several other processes which involve initial cyclic damage, 
crack initiation, crack propagation and final failure (Ritchie, 1999). 
The mechanism of mitigating fatigue-crack propagation is quite similar to 
corresponding toughening mechanisms in brittle materials such as intermetallics and 
ceramics. One of effective procedures to stop this is by shielding the crack tip which 
reduces the stress intensity factor near the crack tip and results in the fracture resistance 
increase (Maiti and Geubelle, 2006).  
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Infiltration of appropriate materials inside the crack shows that it helps to bring 
additional crack closure and stop subsequent crack propagation (Sin and Cai, 2000). The 
successfulness of this procedure depends on the properties of the sealant and how to 
effectively keep it inside the crack.  
Various models have been developed to explain the crack closure and arrest effect 
in this approach (Shin and Cai, 2000; Ur-Rehman and Thomason, 1993; Yanyan et al., 
1993). In one of these models (Ur-Rehman and Thomason, 1993), a rigid body wedge 
was considered inside the crack while others discussed that the wedge must be modeled 
using elastoplastic material behavior in order to arrest the fracture (Sin and Cai, 2000). 
An important finding in their studies was that “A higher sealant Young's Modulus 
increases the amount of induced crack closure; however, the modulus should be above a 
certain value in order to have a significant closure effect.”  
Another key factor in fatigue crack retardation is the distance the wedge has from 
the crack tip (Ur-Rehman and Thomason, 1993). Figure 2.15 is a result of elasto-plastic 
finite element studies of non-linear fractures where the wedge is inserted at different 
distances from the crack tip (Maiti and Geubelle, 2006). It demonstrates that the shielding 
effect is reduced as the distance between the bridge and the crack tip increased.  
Results regarding change in the bridge thickness indicate as the thickness 
increases, the stress intensity factor also increases and this results in a higher closure 
effect (Figure 2.16). 
Demonstrated results on the effect of bridging time confirm that the sooner the 
bridge is inserted, the more effective the bridging mechanism becomes (Figure 2.17). 
Finally, when the bridge behaves as a rigid body, it is very effective in influencing 
closure. Figure 2.18 shows that the rigid wedge arrests the crack growth; and once the 
crack starts propagation again, the rate of propagation is significantly lower than in other 


















































Figure 2.16. Effect of wedge thickness  
on the crack propagation, nc∆ is the 
displacement jump of the fracture and nc*∆
is the wedge thickness (Taken from  
Maiti and Geubelle, 2006) 
Figure 2.15. Effect of wedge location at  
different distances from the crack tip  
(Taken from Maiti and Geubelle, 2006) 
 
Figure 2.18. Evaluation of crack  
propagation by changing wedge  
stiffness (Taken from Maiti and  
Geubelle, 2006) 
 
Figure 2.17. Effect of wedge insertion  
behind the crack tip after the crack has 
propagated by 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm (Taken  





Fracturing is reported to be a key problem in all engineering aspects. Substantial 
efforts have been made to investigate the mechanisms involved in fracture initiation and 
propagation that mainly relies on the Griffith work on the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM).  
In order to comprehend and formulate the fracture behavior in rocks, special 
characteristics of the rocks must be considered. Rocks often have heterogeneities and 
anisotropies that are associated with having different mineral and layering under various 
loadings and geological conditions. In addition, subcritical fracture growth that is a 
common phenomenon in rocks must be considered when formulating rock fracture 
mechanics (Swanson, 1984). Time-dependency fracture behavior and delayed failure is 
observed in the rocks to classify them under non-linear fracture mechanics or as quasi-
brittle materials.  
Fracture toughness is a crucial parameter in fracture propagation of all materials. 
Usually, this parameter can only define the propagation behavior but also the 
demonstration of the fracture driving force with its extension which is referred to as 
fracture resistance curve or simply fracture R-Curve (Anderson, 1995). In materials with 
the rising R-curve, the resistance of the materials to fracturing increases when fracture 
propagates. The implication here is that toughness is often developed primarily during 
fracture propagation and not fracture initiation. 
The concept of R-Curve behavior paved the way for fracture mechanics 
researchers to develop high strength materials. This approach is called strengthening or 
toughening and have applications in ceramics, and bioceramics in medical applications; 
such as bone replacement, and metals in structural engineering (Evans, 1990, Ohiji et al., 
1998). Strengthening is often grouped into two categories; intrinsic strengthening that 
target ahead of the fracture tip and extrinsic strengthening that target behind the fracture 
tip. Fracture bridging, shielding through using high strength fibers, wedges and ductile 
particles are examples of extrinsic strengthening. Although the mechanism involved in 
each approach is different than the other, the main goal is to give the material R-Curve 
behavior or steepen the fracture resistance curve. For instance, significant increase of 
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ceramics strength has been reported by using nano-composite materials in which the 
mechanism led to a very steep R-Curve (Niihara et al., 1991).  
Extrinsic strengthening methods have also been used in metals in which inserting 
the wedge in the fracture made it possible to mitigate fatigue-crack propagation. Results 
of the related studies revealed that proximity of the wedge to the fracture tip is a major 
factor in stopping the fracture propagation. It was also concluded that the mechanism 
becomes more effective when the wedge is inserted early into the fracture (Maiti and 
Geubelle, 2006). Using a rigid wedge also resulted in a higher closure effect of the 
fracture. The rigid wedge arrests the fracture growth more deliberately; and once the 
























3. STRESS ANALYSIS AND WELLBORE FAILURE MECHANISMS 
 
There are two sets of principal stresses important in the analysis of wellbore 
stability: Near wellbore stresses and far-field stresses. Near wellbore stresses can be 
categorized as radial and tangential stresses. The tangential stress, often called the hoop 
stress, is the most critical near wellbore stress for wellbore stability analysis. Far field 
stresses exist in the formation far away from the wellbore and are not affected by the 
wellbore (Aadnoy, 2009). Near wellbore stresses are controlled by mud density and/or 
corresponding ECD (equivalent circulating density) when in dynamic conditions. 
 Equations defining stresses around wellbore were initially derived by the Kirsch 
in 1898. Since these equations are used in the following sections for mesh sensitivity 
analysis and results discussion, the equations are explained below. Since near wellbore 
stresses are linked to other subsurface stresses such as overburden, maximum and 
minimum horizontal stresses, these will be explained first. Finally, wellbore failure 
mechanisms (tensile and shear failures) are discussed. 
 
 
3.1. IN-SITU STRESS REGIMES 
 
 Underground formations are always in a stressed state and can be described by 
the  three orthogonal subsurface stresses (Fjaer et al., 2008). These three stresses include 
overburden stress in the vertical direction ( Vσ ), maximum horizontal stress ( Hσ ) and 
minimum horizontal stress in horizontal directions ( hσ ). There are three geological 
conditions related to these stresses that are often called fault systems: 
i. Normal faulting; hHV σσσ >>  
ii. Strike slip faulting : hVH σσσ >>  
iii. Reverse faulting: HhH σσσ >>  
The term normal fault is simply used to define the relative order for the stress 
magnitudes regardless of the normal fault being present or not (Aadnoy et al., 2009). The 
other faulting regimes might happen in tectonically active areas where one or both of the 
horizontals stresses can be greater than overburden stresses.  
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The stress regimes described above are based on assuming the vertical stress as 
one of the principle stresses which can be reasonable for most sedimentary basins. 
However, this can change in complex basins such as around salt bodies where the 
principle stresses might be rotated out of the vertical and horizontal planes (Aadnoy et al., 
2009).  
The difference in horizontal stress fields is referred to as stress anisotropy. Stress 
anisotropy represents the difference in the magnitude of the horizontal stresses 
(maximum and minimum). To maximize wellbore stability, stress anisotropy should be 
minimized through optimizing the direction and inclination of the well path (Mitchell, 
2001). In addition, having knowledge on the magnitude of far field stresses (subsurface 
stresses) is very critical for any wellbore stability related studies. One simple source for 
calculating overburden stress is using the following equation: 
∫=
D
V gdzz0 )(ρσ                                                                                                      (3.1) 
Where vσ is vertical stress, )(zρ is bulk density of overburden formations and 
an eventual water column for offshore situations, and dz is depth increment. Assuming 
the surface is flat, the vertical stress will be one of the principle stress directions. There 
are special cases where other factors affect the overburden stress such that it cannot be 
easily calculated based on density integration; for instance, areas of stress arching above 
depleted and compacted reservoirs or around salt domes (Aadnoy, 2009).  
As mentioned above, any stress state in the subsurface will consist of three 
principle stresses 90 degrees apart. Therefore, any stress in the subsurface can be 
expressed as the function of vertical stress and two horizontal stresses. Assuming linear 
elastic behavior, the relationship between vertical and horizontal stresses will be 







1                                                                                                      (3.2) 
The above equation is valid for geologically relaxed areas and when assuming 
rock behaves as a linear elastic material which is undergoing one-dimensional 
compression. The above equation is based on total stresses.  
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In porous rocks, pore fluids carry some of the load and deformations in the 
subsurface are caused by effective stresses, defined as total stresses subtracted pore 
pressure (Terzaghi’s effective stress discussed in section 4). 
It is also possible to estimate minimum horizontal stress magnitude from other 
sources like LOT (Leak-off tests) and/or XLOT (Extended LOT). It is not straight 
forward to determine maximum horizontal stress magnitude. Data from logs such as 
caliper or image logs can be used to determine maximum horizontal stress direction 
(Fjaer et al., 2008). It is also possible to estimate the magnitude from an analytical 
equation when input data on fracture breakdown pressure is available through LOT 
and/or XLOT.  
 
 
3.2. STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN THE NEAR WELLBORE 
When a well is drilled, the rock stress imposed by the three orthogonal stresses is 
removed and replaced by drilling mud pressure. However, this mud pressure does not 
exactly match the stresses removed, so it causes stress concentration around the wellbore.  
The problem of deriving stresses outside a circular hole in an infinite elastic solid, 
with a uniform state of stress far from the hole, was first solved by Kirsch (1898), then it 
was modified by others (Deiley and Owens, 1969; Bradley, 1979; Aadnoy, 1988; Aadnoy 
et al., 1987). 
Assuming linear-elastic conditions, the stress distribution around the wellbore in 
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For a hole along a principle stress direction, the above equations will simplify. In 
the case of a vertical borehole with far field stresses of maximum and minimum 
















































































θ                                                       (3.8) 
 
At the borehole wall: 
 
wrr p=σ                                                                                                                  (3.9) 
 



























                                                              (3.11) 
Important implications from the above equations are that the maximum and 
minimum hoop stresses at borehole wall occur at minimum horizontal stress and 
maximum horizontal stress, respectively:                                                                                        
pwHh PP −−−= σσσθθ 3max                                                                    (3.12) 
pwhH PP −−−= σσσθθ 3max                                                                    (3.13) 
The above equations assume an impermeable borehole wall (non-penetrating 
case). For penetrating drilling fluid, have the following set of equations can be defined: 
prr PPw −=σ
 






















ασσσθθ                                         (3.16) 














         
(3.17) 
where Kbulk is the bulk compressibility modulus and Kgrain is the grain compressibility 
modulus assuming hydrostatic stress and linear elastic material condition, will be in the 
range of 10 ≤< α
. 
For sedimentary rocks with significant porosity where the 
compressibility of the rock is much larger than the grain compressibility, the 
compressibility can normally be assumed to be unity. This formulation of the wellbore 
stresses also assumes there is no fluid pressure drop over any potential mud-cake in the 
hole.  
Figure 3.2 shows the effective hoop and radial stress by the ratio of the distance 
over the wellbore radius. As seen in Figure 3.2, the hoop stresses are highest closer to the 
wellbore wall and then is reduces until it reaches the far field stresses just a few wellbore 
radius away from the wellbore. Figure 3.3 shows the compressive hoop stress around the 
wellbore. Minimum horizontal stress orientation is at zero degree and maximum 






































3.3. MECHANICS OF WELLBORE FAILURE IN INTACT ROCKS 
As noticed before, drilling fluid pressure (mud weight) is used to balance the 
removed stresses from the borehole while drilling. It is often hard to keep the fluid 
pressure in balanced mode which does not go above the state of tensile stress or below 
the state of compressive stress. In some cases, this state of imbalance leads to wellbore 
tensile failure or compressive failure.  
Generally, tensile failure occurs when the effective tensile stress across a plane in 
the sample exceeds a critical limit (Fjaer, 2008). This limit is called tensile strength. The 
tensile strength is a characteristic property of the rock; and in most sedimentary basins, it 
has a very small value around a few MPa, if any.  
The failure criterion, which specifies the stress condition when tensile failure 
occurs in a principle stress space, can be written as: 
0T−=′σ                                                                                                                (3.18) 
03 T−=′σ
                                
                                                                                       (3.19) 
Where σ ′ is the effective principle stress in the failure plane and 0T
 
is the 
formation tensile strength. For isotropic rocks, the condition for tensile failure will be 
fulfilled for lowest principal stress first. 
In the wellbore, the tensile criteria will be fulfilled when the effective tangential 
stress at the wellbore wall reaches the formation tensile strength. This happens when mud 
weight increases excessively which results in tensile failure risk of lost circulation and 
subsequent well control issues (Figure 3.4). Compressive or shear failure occurs when the 
drilling fluid density is too low. This results in brittle shear fracturing and caving of the 
wellbore referred to as borehole breakouts. Several criteria have been proposed for 
compressive (shear) failure. The most commonly used one is Mohr-Coulomb criterion. 
More details on these criteria can be found in Jaeger et al., (2007) and Fjaer et al., 2008. 
The upper limit of drilling fluid density has to be controlled to prevent tensile 
failure at the wellbore wall and subsequent breakdown of the formation. Fracture 
breakdown pressure is defined as the wellbore pressure necessary to induce hydraulic 






















 For a vertical wellbore in a normal stressed regime, a vertical fracture will 
develop parallel to the maximum horizontal stress direction where the hoop stress around 
the wellbore wall is minimum. Furthermore, there are two conditions to evaluate: a non-
penetrating and a penetrating case. For the non-penetrating case where there is an 
impermeable filter cake around the vertical wellbore, the fracture breakdown pressure 
(Pfrac) can be determined by solving Equation 3.18 along the minimum hoop stress 
orientation given as: 
03 TPP pHhfrac +−−= σσ                                                                                        (3.20) 
Pfrac is then equal to the maximum mudweight pressure (Pw) in Equation 3.12. 
Equation 3.20 gives an upper limit for fracture breakdown pressure. In the poro-elastic 
case (penetrating case) in which the pore pressure at the vicinity of the wellbore is 
increased this will decrease the effective stress around the borehole. This pressure is 
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referred to as poro-elastic fracture breakdown pressure or lower bound pressure (Valko 






















cporoelastifrac                                                                (3.21) 
If Biot's coefficient assumed to be one, the equation can be simplified to: 
tphfrac PP συυσυ )1()21()1(2 −+−−−=                                                                (3.22) 
In a real situation, the fracture pressure fluctuates between the upper and lower 
limit and depends on several factors (Fjaer, 2008): 
• Initial cracks and flaws at the borehole wall, in which the effective tensile 
strength will be zero 
• Time-dependant effects of pressure transfer from the borehole wall into 
the formation (permeability effects) 
In the case of a wellbore with conductive micro-fractures, the following empirical 






                                                                                       (3.23) 
In order to use this equation, the fracture length should be smaller than 10% of the 
wellbore radius. Formation tensile strength reduces as the fracture length increases. The 
equation clearly shows that fracture pressure can be significantly lower when conductive 
micro-fractures exist around the wellbore. With the assumption of isotropic stresses (
hH σσ = ) and zero tensile strength, we have: 
hfracP σ=
  
                                                                                                                    (3.24) 
This shows that the fracture breakdown pressure can be very close to the 
minimum horizontal stress when conductive micro-fractures exist around the wellbore.  
Regarding the permeability effects, there is no clear distinction between 
permeable and impermeable rocks (Song et al., 2001). Permeability can vary from one 
rock to another, and it is confusing whether to use an upper limit or lower limit equation 
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to calculate fracture pressure. To include the effect of pressurization rate, Detournay and 
























=                                                                     (3.25) 






                                                                                                   (3.26) 
where A, χ and c are borehole pressurization rates, micro-crack length scale and 
diffusion coefficient, respectively, and S is defined as stress quantity: 
03 TPS pHh +−−= σσ                                                                                        (3.27) 
)(ζh  can be derived from the diffusion equation representing pore pressure 
distribution in the vicinity of the wellbore (Song et al., 2001). The new criteria implies 
that tensile failure condition depends also on wellbore pressurization rate in addition to 
permeability effects.  
In addition to effect of pressurization effect, Poison's ratio can also affect 
wellbore breakdown pressure when injecting into the wellbore. This has not been 
considered in the conventional Kirsch solution; but later on, added to the equation as 
Poisson's ratio scaling factor. The equation shows the modified Kirsch solution when 










                                        (3.28) 
  The first term in the equation above is called Poisson's ratio scaling factor. The 
scaling factor increases as Poisson's ratio decreases. The maximum number for the 
scaling factor is 1 which occurs when Poisson's ratio drops to zero which is an unrealistic 







4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This section outlines the research methodology and the tasks performed to address 
the study objectives. First, the main hypothesis of this research and objectives are 
presented. Second, a general summary of finite-element modeling is provided which is 
followed up by the numerical description and the main steps conducted.  
After the numerical method description, research methodology for predicting 
fracture propagation pressure, when fractures sealed, is presented. Finally, details of 
laboratory experiments including workflow and set up are explained. 
 
 
4.1. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 
The main objective of this research is to investigate the physical mechanisms for 
wellbore strengthening. In order to reach this objective, two hypotheses are initiated: 
• Wellbore strengthening causes wellbore hoop stress to increase 
• Wellbore strengthening causes fracture resistance to increase 
As outlined in Section 1, several competing theories have been reported to explain 
wellbore strengthening. According to Wang et al., (2008b), the mechanisms behind the 
various theories proposed and used for increasing the fracture gradient are still debated 
and not fully understood. However, the wellbore strengthening physical mechanisms can 
be classified into two major categories or it can be a combination of both. The first 
mechanism is based on creating fractures around the wellbore while drilling and sealing 
them with specially designed particles to increase wellbore hoop stress. The second 
mechanism states that fracture sealing helps to initiate a non-invaded zone inside the 
fracture which will increases fracture propagation pressure.  
In order to test the above hypotheses, the following objectives are intended: 
- Hoop stress increase by numerical models 
- Fracture resistance increase by analytical model 
- Laboratory verification of numerical and analytical models 
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- Field investigation 
The first objective was achieved by numerical simulations to model the fracture's 
initiation, propagation and sealing (Figure 4.1). Results for wellbore hoop stress are 
recorded after each step of the simulation to test the first hypothesis. Regarding the 
second hypothesis, analytical equations were investigated to predict fracture propagation 
pressure when fractures are sealed. Furthermore, to verify results from numerical and 
analytical methods, near wellbore fracture experiments are conducted. In addition, the 




4.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 
Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the detailed tasks followed for this research. As 
illustrated in Figure 4.1, finite-element analysis was used to model fractures. Before 
explaining modeling details, a short summary of finite-element formulation is required. 
4.2.1. Research Methodology for Task 1-Investigation of Hoop Stress 
Increase. The finite element method is a numerical technique which gives approximate 
solutions to differential equations that model problems arising in physics and 
engineering. The finite element method was first applied to problems of structural related 
problems like stress analysis; and has since, due to its versatility, been applied to other 
problems of continua. In all applications, the analyst seeks to calculate a field quantity. In 
stress analysis, it is the displacement field or stress field. In thermal analysis it is the 
temperature field or the heat flux. In fluid flow, it is the stream function or the velocity 
potential function. FE analysis does not produce a formula as a solution, nor does it solve 
a class of problems. Also the solution is approximate unless the problem is so simple that 





                      
Figure 4.1. A schematic of major steps and workflows followed up for this research
  





A simple description of the FE method is that it involves cutting a structure into 
several elements (piece of structure), describing the behavior of each element in a simple 














Figure 4.2. Typical finite element mesh consisting of elements and nodes (Taken from 




This process results in a set of simultaneous algebraic equations. In stress analysis 
these equations are equilibrium equations of the nodes. In order to accomplish the FE 
analysis, these set of equations need to be solved by computer.  
Generally, a FE method solves a problem through piecewise polynomial 
interpolation. That is, over an element, a field quantity such as displacement is 
interpolated from the values of the field quantity at nodes. By connecting elements 
together, the field quantity becomes interpolated over the entire structure in piecewise 
fashion. The minimization process generates a set of simultaneous algebraic equations for 
values of the field quantity at nodes. Matrix symbolism for this set of equations is: 
KU=F          (4.1) 
Where U is the vector of unknowns (values of the field quantity at the nodes), F is 
a vector of unknown loads, and K is a matrix of unknown constants. In stress analysis, K 
is known as a "stiffness matrix". 
Finite-element methods (FEMs) have been used previously to simulate fractures 
in the rocks and these methods have yielded satisfactory results agree with field cases and 
lab experiments (Dixon and Strannigan, 1972; Woo and Kuruppu; 1992; Sepehr and 
Stimpson; 1988). 
Most hydraulic fracturing simulations are based on the assumptions of specific 
fracture geometry. For instance, symmetrical fractures (Nordgern, 1972) and planar 
fractures were frequently used to model hydraulic fractures in the wellbore. However, 
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since conditions in front of the crack are neither plane strain or plane stress (Anderson, 
1995), this work relied on three-dimensional numerical models. The three dimensional 
models used in this dissertation are designed to study the entire fracture process of Mode-
I fracturing.   
In order to formulate a finite-element model, it is required to follow several steps 
before model can be run. These steps can be summarized as: 
• Collecting governing equations 
• Physical process identification and description 
• Input data collection 
• Mesh generation, discretization and verification 
• Material model assignment 
• Initial loads and boundary conditions 
• Simulations run 
• Results extraction, analysis and verification  
4.2.1.1. Governing equations. Since this research has modeled liquid flow 
through a porous medium, it is required to review the basic governing equations behind 
finite element modeling before explaining details on mesh creation and numerical 
procedure. 
The governing equations for solids are very similar in many aspects to the 
governing equations for fluids. There is, however, some differences, such as fluids cannot 
support any deviatoric stress when not in motion (Zienkiewicz et al., 2006). Therefore, 
fluids at rest can only have mean compressive stress or pressure applied. If deviatoric 
stresses applied, fluid start to move and such fluid motion is the main interest of fluid 
dynamics. The main difference between the governing equations of fluid flow and solid 
mechanics is that the velocity vector (v) replaces the displacement vector: 
3,2,1, =ivi  or Tvvvv ][ 321=                                                                                       4.2) 
This will replace the displacement variable in solid mechanics. Strain rates are 




















                                                                                                          (4.3) 
The relationship for strain rate vector can be as follow: 
Sv=ε&
  
                                                                                                                          (4.4) 
Where S is known as the strain rate operator, and v is the velocity given in the 
equation. 
To define stress and strain relationships for linear isotropic fluid, it is required to 






kkijijkkijijij εδεµσδστ && −=−≡                                                                              (4.5) 
In the above equation, ijτ is the deviatoric stress, µ is dynamic (shear) viscosity 
which is analogous to shear modulus G in the linear elasticity. The quantity in 
parentheses describes the deviatoric strain rate, ijδ is the Kronecker delta and also: 
332211 εεεε &&&& ++≡kk
   
                                                                                                     (4.6) 
332211 σσσσ ++≡kk
 
                                                                                          (4.7) 
 The pressure relationship for fluid flow can then be written as: 
03
1 pkp kkkk +−=−= εσ &                                                                                          (4.8) 
Where k  is a volumetric viscosity coefficient which is analogous to bulk modulus 
K in solid mechanics, and 0p is the initial hydrostatic pressure. Combining equations 
gives the following: 
03
1 pk ijkkijkkijijij δεδεδτσ −+−= &&                                                                              (4.9) 
0)3
2(2 pk ijkkijijij δεµδεµσ −−+= &&                                                                            (4.10) 




−= k                                                                                                                (4.11) 
Ignoring compressibility and volumetric viscosity of the fluid, the final equation 



























                                        (4.12) 
The above equation is identical to the equation in linear elasticity if 
compressibility is ignored. There is no anisotropy for fluids, so it is always purely 
isotropic behavior.  
4.2.1.1.1. Fluids mass conservations. In order to consider conversion principles, 
it is required to write the equations for fluid dynamics. In fluid dynamics, a control 
volume is used to write mathematical models of a physical process.  Figure 4.3 illustrates 
a control volume in a three-dimensional coordinate system of X (x1), Y (x2) and Z (x3). 
The mass transfer equation for fluid leaving and entering the control volume (Figure 4.3) 






















                                                                                       (4.13) 





Figure 4.3. Control volume used for mass and momentum conversions 
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4.2.1.1.2. Momentum conservations. The momentum balance transfer equation 
describes the conservation of momentum leaving and entering the control volume and can 





















                                                                                       (4.14) 
where jgρ represents the body forces. 
The equilibrium expressed by writing the principle of the virtual work for the 




vdVfdSvtd δδδεσ .. )                                                                            (4.15) 
Where; 
 t: surface tractions per unit area 
f) : Body forces per unit volume 
iu : Displacement of the solid skeleton 
wρ : Density of the wetting liquid 
 g: Gravitational acceleration 
vδ : Virtual velocity field 
δε : Virtual rate of deformation 
  n: porosity 
f)  will often include the weight of the wetting liquid which can be shown as; 
gnsnf wtw ρ)( +=                                                                                                         (4.16) 
For simplicity, the loading can be considered explicitly so that any other 
gravitational term in f)  is associated with the weight of the dry porous medium; 






























                                                                           (4.18) 
In a finite element model, equilibrium is approximated by a finite set of equations 
by introducing interpolation functions. The interpolation is assumed to be based on 
material coordinates in the material skeleton (a "Lagrangian" formulation, Zienkiewicz et 
al., 2006). 
4.2.1.1.3. Poro-elasticity and Biot's coefficient. The presence of a freely moving 
fluid in a porous rock modifies its mechanical response. Two mechanisms play a key role 
in this interaction between the pore fluid and the porous rock (Detournay and Cheng, 
1993);  
a) Increase of pore pressure will cause rock dilation 
b) Rock compression will cause a rise in pore pressure if the fluid is prevented 
 from escaping 
The initial theory for the influence of pore pressure was first developed by 
Terzaghi (Terzaghi, 1923) who developed a model for one-dimensional consolidation. 
Biot (Biot, 1935) was the first to develop a linear theory of poro-elasticity which 
considers both the pore pressure increase inducing rock dilation and rock compression 
causing the rise of pore pressure. The simple relationship between effective stress, total 
stress and pore pressure is (assuming tensile components of stress as positive and 
compressive pressure, p being positive): 
pijijij αδσσ +=′                                                                                                    (4.19) 
 Where ijσ ′ is the effective stress tensor, ijσ  is the total stress tensor, ijδ is 
Kronecker delta. 1=ijδ , when ji = , and 0=ijδ , when ji ≠ . For most of the soil 
mechanics problems, where the bulk modulus sK  of the solid particles is much larger 
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than the whole material, 1≈α  can be assumed and the above equation can be modified 
to: 
pijijij δσσ +=′                                                                                                    (4.20) 
4.2.1.1.4. Constitutive formulation and permeability. The constitutive behavior 
for fluid flow is governed by Darcy's law or Forchheimer's law. Darcy's law is generally 
applicable to low fluid flow velocities, whereas Forchheimer's law is commonly used for 
saturations involving higher fluid flow velocities. Darcy's law can be considered as a 
linearized version of Forchheimer's law.  















                                                                  (4.21) 
k
)
is the permeability of the porous medium with units of length/time,
 
wν is the average 
velocity of the wetting liquid (seepage velocity), and 
cV is a velocity coefficient. Darcy's 
law is obtained by setting 0=φ . It is seen that, as the fluid velocity drops to zero, 
Forchheimer's law approaches Darcy's law. 
The permeability depends on the saturation of the fluid and on the porosity of the 
medium. Assuming that these dependencies are separable: 
kkk s=
)
                                                                                                               (4.22) 
Where )(sks  gives the saturation dependency, with 0.1)1( =sk and k is the fully saturated 
permeability. For isotropic materials, kIk = . 
4.2.1.2. Physical process identification and description. After the governing 
equations are initialized then it is important to have a conceptual perspective of the 
problem. This provides an initial estimate of the expected behavior under imposed 
conditions. Predicting the physical process, stress and displacement fields play a pivotal 
role in finite-element analysis. Several questions and/or concerns should be asked when 
identifying physical processes (Figure 4.4). For example: Is the process linear or non-
linear or combination of both? Non-linear behavior of solids can take two forms: 
geometric non-linearity or material non-linearity (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2006). Typical 
material non-linearity can be modeling fluid flow into porous medium which does not 
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obey linear process. After identifying the behavior type in the model, the next question 
will be what kind of material model to be used? Typical material models can include 
elastic-plastic, poro-elastic, thermo-elastic, thermo-poro-elastic, visco-elastic, and visco-
elasto-plastic. It is often required to add additional features to the model when certain 
material models are used. For instance, using poro-elastic or thermo-poro-elastic requires 
using pore pressure and temperature solid elements. This also influence initial and 











Figure 4.4. Major issues to be considered for describing physical process in a 





Another concern can be existence of discontinuities in the model. Typical 
discontinuities can be joints, fissures, fractures and faults. Special features are required to 
have discontinuities in the numerical model. For instance, Figure 4.5 shows a two-
dimensional model of a geological structure with a fault in which contact surfaces are 
used to model discontinuity. Having discontinuity in the model often leads in more 


















Figure 4.5. Two dimensional model of a fault in a geological structure- contact 





Initial and boundary conditions of a numerical model are very critical. Numerical 
simulation's results can vary significantly if correct conditions are not assigned in the 
model. Another challenge in assigning these conditions is selecting the best method to 
apply them in the model.  Figure 4.6 shows a finite-element model for the near wellbore 
cement integrity study with three stress boundary conditions at the model top and sides, 
and initial pressure and temperature boundary conditions in cement elements. Having 
symmetry in the model also helps to reduce computation time and complexity of the 
model. As shown in Figure 4.6 because of the symmetry around a wellbore only half of 
the wellbore is modeled.  
The last, but not the least, step in identifying a physical process is numerical 
results verification. Analytical equations, lab experiments, field observations and the 
analysis of natural analogues are often used to verify numerical results (de Pater et al., 
1996, P.Hignett et al., 2007, Salehi et al., 2010). Analytical solutions are often not 
available when modeling complex physical problems. Conducting laboratory experiments 
can also be time-consuming and costly. Figure 4.7 shows the results from numerical 
simulations for a wellbore stability analysis in under-balanced drilling operations. 
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Appropriate ECD (equivalent circulating density) to prevent wellbore shear failure was 





Figure 4.6. Boundary and initial conditions defined for a near wellbore  
finite-element study of cement integrity under dynamic conditions (Modified 






Figure 4.8 illustrates the details of the physical process for this study. As 
demonstrated, creating hydraulic fractures in the near wellbore is the main physical 
process. The process is non-linear since hydraulic fractures are created through injecting 
fluid through the porous media. This also described through non-linear governing 
equations. The material model defined for this process is poro-elastic which enables fluid 





A source of discontinuity in the model is tensile fractures, and the methodology 
used for fracture creation is based on cohesive zone modeling. Because of the existing 
symmetry for wellbore, only half of the wellbore is modeled. Finally, near-wellbore 





Figure 4.7. Appropriate ECD to prevent shear failure predicted by numerical 
simulations verified by field observations (a. 0.2 ppg pressure difference, b. 0.3 ppg 








































 4.2.1.2.1. Cohesive zone modeling. Cohesive finite elements were primarily 
developed by Barenblatt (1962) and Hilberborg et al., (1976) to be used for modeling 
discontinuities. These models were initiated as preferred methods for studding fracture 
problems in composite and monolithic materials systems (Shet and Chandra, 2002). 
Cohesive models have been used to simulate a fracture process under static, dynamic and 
cyclic load conditions (Camacho and Oritz, 1996 and Needleman, 1990). Table 4.1 






Table 4.1. Summary of cohesive modeling literature (Modified from Shet and 
Chandra, 2002) 
Author Problem Conditions Comments 
Barenblatt (1959, 1962) Perfectly brittle materials The first to propose cohesive zone concept 
Dugdale (1960) Yielding of thin ideal elastic-
plastic steel sheets containing 
slits 
Cohesive stress equated to yield stress of 
material 
Needleman (1987) Particle-matrix decohesion Phenomenological model. Predicts normal 
separation. 
Rice and Wang (1989) Solute segregation Considers normal separation and ignores 
shear separation 
Needleman (1990) Decohesion of interface under 
hydrostatic tension 
Periodic shear traction to model shear stress 
due to slip 
Tvergaard (1990) Interfaces of whisker 





Crack-growth in elasto-plastic 
material, peeling of adhesive 
joints 
Claims shape of separation law are 
relatively unimportant 
Xu and Needleman 
(1993) 
Particle-matrix decohesion Predicts shear and normal separation 
Camacho and Oritz 
(1996) 
Impact Predicts failure by both shear and normal 
separation in tension and compression 









In all of the cohesive models (Table 4.1), except for Dugdale's and Camacho 
models, a traction-separation law exists whereby increasing separation, traction reaches a 
maximum value then decreases. Figure 4.9 shows a typical softening behavior (Traction 
vs Separation) in cohesive zone when type I fracturing occurs. A high initial stiffness 
(penalty stiffness) was assigned between the layers before fracturing. After applying the 
loads on the material, interfacial normal tractions exceed the tensile strength. The 
stiffness will THE gradually drop to zero (Point 2 in Figure 4.9). Once the fracture is 
unable to transfer any further load, all the penalty stiffness will revert to zero (Point 5 in 














Figure 4.9. Traction-separation law for Mode I fracture 
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It has been shown that the cohesive zone can be related to Griffith's theory of 
fracture if the area under the traction-relative displacement relation is equal to the 
corresponding fracture energy (Rice, 1968). By the final displacement ( fδ ), the 






                                                                                                               (4.23) 
The nominal traction vector,σ consists of three components: nσ  in the normal 
direction, sσ and tσ  in two shear directions (Figure 4.10). The corresponding separations 




Figure 4.10. Normal and shear traction components 
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If 0t is defined as the original thickness of the cohesive element, the nominal 
















                                                             (4.24) 
And, finally, elastic matrix can then be represented as: 
 
 
                                                        (4.25) 
 
Where tL  can be defined as the cohesive elastic stiffness or the penalty parameter. 
 4.2.1.2.1.1. Principle of virtual work for cohesive elements. Cohesive modeling 
for a quasi-brittle material assumes that a process zone exists at the crack tip where a 
constitutive relation is assumed to exist between the tensile normal stress and crack 
displacement on the crack wall (Jiang, 2010).  
In order to follow a finite-element analysis based on the law of cohesion, it is 
necessary to explain the principle of virtual work in the cohesive zone. A pair of virtual 
crack surfaces exists in the potential crack path. These crack surfaces are subjected to 
separating forces which are called cohesive traction forces. These tractions target both 
inner and outer crack surfaces. The mechanical equilibrium equation considers the 









∫∫∫ +∆=Ω                                                                (4.26) 
σ is the nominal stress tensor, F is the deformation gradient, Ω , intS and extS represent 




denotes the cohesive traction vector and extT
r
the external traction vector, ur is the 
displacement vector and −+ −=∆ uu
r
 represents the displacement jump across the two 

























































the volume integral on the left side of Equation 4.26 equals the traction integral over the 
cohesive zone inner surface (i.e. crack and the cohesive zone in front of the crack tip) and 
the tractions on the cohesive zone external surface). Evolution of the fracture is either 
defined by specifying effective displacement at complete failure or the evolution based 
on fracture energy. The other component to the definition of fracture propagation is the 
specification of the nature damage and final failure. This can be done by either defining 
linear or exponential softening laws (Jiang, 2010). 
 4.2.1.2.1.2. Fracture initiation criteria for cohesive elements. Fracture 
initiation refers to the beginning of the degradation when stresses or strains satisfy a 
certain fracture initiation criterion (Camanho and Davila, 2002). In order to model 
fracture initiation in the simulations, suitable criterion must be assigned. Criteria based on 
maximum nominal stress, maximum nominal strain and quadratic nominal stress were 
available for fracture initiation. However, previous investigations using quadratic 
nominal stress resulted in superior convergence rates and more accurate results 
(Camanho and Matthews, 1999; Davila and Johnson, 1993; and Cui et al., 1992). For this 








































                                                                           (4.27) 
Where σ i and i= n, s, t, represent the normal and two shear directions, respectively. 0σ i 
^ i= n, s, t represent the tensile strength and shear strength in the corresponding 
directions, respectively. The symbol <> indicates that a pure compressive deformation or 
stress will not initiate damage. Damage is initiated when the above quadratic function 
involving the nominal stress ratio becomes unity.  
 4.2.1.2.1.3. Fracture propagation criteria for cohesive elements. The Fracture 
propagation law defines the rate of degradation for cohesive elements. Normally, when 
the fracture initiation criterion is satisfied, damage propagation begins. A fracturing ratio 
( rF ) will show the overall damage in the material; it has a value between 0 and 1. The 






















                                                                                       (4.28) 
 Fracture propagation criteria is an important factor determining the extension and 
geometry of induced fracture. It is difficult to find a suitable criterion that is applicable to 
complex conditions. The most widely used criteria for predicting propagation are the 
power law and the Benzeggagh-Kenane (BK) criterion. The power-law criterion predicts 
the failure of thermoplastic matrix composites (Camanho and Davila, 2003; Needleman, 
1987) whereas the BK criterion best describes fracture propagation in rock and mineral 
composites. The latter is expressed as a function of the Mode I and Mode II fracture 
energy and a material parameter obtained from a fracture mechanics test. Since this work 
assumes the opening of a Mode I crack, fracture energy in the first and second shear 
directions is the same. Thus, this criterion best fits these simulations (Benzeggagh and 

















−+ )(                                                                                        (4.29) 
               An output variable shows how much damage each element has undergone. This 
information facilitates identification of the degradation factor in each simulation.  
 4.2.1.2.1.4. Fluid flow into cohesive elements. The fluid flow into the fracture 
can consider both tangential flow and normal flow (Figure 4.11). Tangential flow is the 
fluid flow in the cohesive elements gap, which can be modeled with either a Newtonian 
or Power law model. Normal flow is the fluid flow across the cohesive elements gap, this 
normally reflects resistance due to caking or fouling effects. Drilling fluid properties 








 4.2.1.2.1.5. Newtonian fluid. If the fluid flow was simulated by Newtonian flow, 
the flow rate density can be given by the following equation: 
pkqd t∇−=                                                                                                                (4.30) 
where tk is the tangential permeability (the resistance to fluid flow), p∇ is the pressure 
gradient along the cohesive element, and d is the gap opening given as (Abaqus 
Documentation, 2009): 
initorigcurr gttd +−=                                                                                                    (4.31) 
currt and origt are the current and original cohesive element thicknesses, 
respectively; and initg  is the initial gap opening. Tangential permeability can be defined 
according to Reynolds's equation:  
µ12
3dkt =                                                                                                                (4.32) 
where µ is the fluid viscosity.  
Figure 4.11. Fluid flow into cohesive elements simulated considering both 
 tangential flow and normal flow 
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 4.2.1.2.1.6. Power law fluid. If the fluid flow is simulated by Power law, the 
constitutive relationship is defined as: 
y
cf γτ =                                                                                                                (4.33) 
where τ is the shear stress, γ is the shear strain rate, cf
 
is the fluid consistency, and y is 
the power law coefficient (flow behavior index). Tangential volume flow rate density can 


















                                                               (4.34) 
                      
If the power law model is used in the simulations, it is required to have the fluid 
consistency and flow behavior index. Rheological properties of injecting drilling fluids 
are obtained from viscometer readings and then used for predicting input parameters in 
the models. 
 4.2.1.2.1.7. Normal flow across the cohesive elements. If normal flow is 
permitted in simulations, it is required to define fluid leak off coefficients (mud cake 
permeability) across the cohesive elements (Figure 4.12). 









                                                                                                   (4.35) 
Where topq and botq are the flow rates into the top and bottom faces. iP  is the pressure 
inside the cohesive element. topP  and botP are the pore pressures on the top and bottom 
surfaces. Leak off values can be obtained from mud cake permeability measurements in 
the drilling lab. 
 4.2.1.3. Input data collection. Collecting input data is a critical task when 
conducting numerical simulations. According to this study, rock mechanical properties 
and fracture mechanics input are required. Different sources of data can be used for 
collecting input parameters, these include: 
• Published data in literature related to similar problems; including fracture 





                     Figure 4.12. Normal flow defined in cohesive layers by assigning leak off 





• Simultaneous lab experiments and/or field tests 
Regarding this study, fracture mechanics input data were obtained from published 
papers and books. Parametric studies were performed for uncertain inputs which are 
presented in the next section. Regarding numerical results verification, input data such as 
rock mechanical properties and drilling fluids rheological properties were collected from 
experiments and tests were performed at Missouri S&T.  
 Fracture mechanics tests are required to find cohesive material properties; 
including cohesive fracture energy and material strength which are the most important 
parameters. These parameters are measured directly from experiments and reflect the 
actual heterogeneous material (Turon et al., 2007). Single-edge notched beam tests 
(SENB) are typical fracture mechanic tests used for predicting cohesive material 
properties determination. Normally, the objective in these tests is to obtain a load versus 
crack opening displacement (COD) that is used to determine fracture properties of 
materials. After the test is done and the load versus crack opening displacement is 
recorded, this information will be used to calculate fracture energy. The fracture energy is 
calculated based on the area under the crack opening and the displacement curve. 
 Fracture properties for sedimentary basin rocks have been published in the 
literature (Atkinson, 1987). For the purpose of simulations in this dissertation, published 
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data in the literature were used in fracture simulations. Appendix A shows fracture 
property data for different rocks using various fracture test set ups.  
The other important property in rock fracturing is tensile strength. Rocks are 
much weaker under tensile conditions as compared to compressive or shear conditions. 
The tensile strength of a rock is thus one of the important mechanical criterions relevant 
to calculations involving rock deformability, fracture, crushing and fragmentation. The 
Brazilian test is often carried out to find the tensile strength of the rock samples. Figure 
4.13 shows the Brazilian set up at Missouri S&T. The apparatus consists of a testing 
frame, loading apparatus consisting of loading pump and piston, load sensor and the 
Brazilian test rig. 
Brazilian tensile strength can also be used for calculating fracture toughness. One 
simple correlation between tensile strength and fracture toughness is (Zhang, 2002): 
CKT 88.60 =                                                                                                                (4.36) 
Table 4.2 reports the required parameters when cohesive elements are used. 
Generally, there are two ways to define the propagation of a fracture. The first method 
includes specifying the effective displacement at complete failure or the effective 
displacement at the initiation of damage. The second method includes introducing the 
fracture energy dissipated due to failure cG or the propagation based on fracture energy. 
The latter method was used for simulations in this study. Since only Mode I fracture 
(opening mode) is simulated, the parameters in first and second shear directions are not 
required. 
4.2.1.4. Mesh generation, discretization and verification. Mesh quality remains 
an important issue in generating accurate results for Finite-Element Analysis (FEA). 
Literature covering mesh optimization includes many different techniques and procedures 
for mesh refinement and smoothing (Freitag et al., 1995, Pardhanani and Carey, 1988, 











The mesh model size needs to be selected so that end effects are avoided. Further 
mesh refinement is required in the near wellbore region and other zones of interest. This 
decision is even more critical when three-dimensional models are used. Increasing the 
number of elements with additional degrees of freedom significantly adds to the 
complexity of the model. Further, adding more complexity to the models like including 
non-linear cohesive elements creates convergence problems, especially with a high 
number of integration points. For this research, mesh calibration results compared with 
analytical Kirsch solution derived for stresses outside a circular hole in an infinite elastic 
solid medium. 













 4.2.1.4.1. Meshing guidelines and algorithm. Appropriate meshing guidelines 
are required in order to achieve accurate results from finite-element models. These 
guidelines can be summarized as (Mac Donald, 2007; Practical Stress Analysis with 
Finite Elements):   
1. Using quadratic elements in model in order to increase results accuracy and avoid 
artificial stress effects 
2.  Selecting sufficiently small element size to minimize the error of approximation 
within acceptable bounds 
3. Assigning element's aspect ratios less than five in order to avoid degradation of 
numerical performance 
Input Parameter Description 
nnL
 













Maximum nominal stress in the normal, first shear and 




Maximum nominal strain in the normal, first shear and 













Shear mode critical fracture energy in the second shear 
direction 
C Leak off coefficient 
µ,& cfy
 
Power law fluid model exponent and consistency or 
viscosity when modeling Newtonian fluid model 
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Using finer mesh for near-wellbore region since it was the major region of interest for 
results extraction 
 4.2.1.4.2. Selecting element type. Three dimensional meshes for this study were 
created in Hyper MeshTM software then they were imported to FE solver (ABAQUSTM). 
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show different types of elements used in FE models to see 
which one concludes the most accurate results. Figure 4.16 shows the simulated results of 
hoop stress around the wellbore when compared with the Kirsch solution. Using 8-node 
quad elements resulted in the most accurate solution. Using second order triangle 
elements also resulted in less than 5 % error; however, the hoop stress results fluctuated 
with changing angle around the wellbore which makes it less intuitive to interpret the 
simulation results (Figure 4.16 and 4.17). The maximum error is recorded around 23 % 
for first order triangle elements. Comparing results from different element types revealed 

























     Figure 4.16. Wellbore hoop stress around wellbore compared with Kirsch solution 







     Figure 4.17. Calculation error for simulations with different element types  




4.2.1.4.3. Model size effects. Using an appropriate number of elements and 
model size to eliminate the artificial effects in stress distribution is also very critical. 
First, models with different element density and compared with radial stresses calculated 
from Kirsch solution. Table 4.3 shows the results of using three different element 
densities in the models. The selected mesh for simulations has negligible error when 
compared with analytical solution. 
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.18 show the results of choosing different ratio of model 
size over borehole diameter and compared with analytical solution. Since far field 
stresses are considered in the simulations, it is required for the model to show these 
stresses at an appropriate distance from the wellbore. Max difference from the Kirsch 
solution in Table 4.4 is 3.19 MPa which can be decreased to 0.11 MPa with increasing 





Table 4.3. Number of elements used at one-quarter of borehole and error from Kirsch 
radial stress 
 
Num of elements at one-












 Results indicated that any model bigger than four times the borehole size will 
yield results in an acceptable range. 
 
 
 Table 4.4. Ratio of model size over borehole diameter and max error  










4.2.1.4.4. Cohesive zone mesh refinement. Cohesive model results are highly 
sensitive to element size vs. fracture zone size. For this reason, a rough estimate of the 
fracture zone size (based on elasticity and fracture parameters) is needed. It is often 
observed that finite-element results become distorted when the mesh size is not correlated 
with enough number of elements in the cohesive zone. 

















 Different models exist in literature to predict the cohesive zone length (Turon et 
al., 2007). The general form in all the models predicts cohesive length proportional to the 
fracture energy (Gc) and inverse square of the material strength. The most commonly 
used models are Hillerborg's (Hillerborg et al., 1976) and Rice's model (Rice, 1968). The 
Rice model was used for cohesive zone mesh calibration in this study. 
 4.2.1.4.5. Summary of mesh sensitivity analysis. Based on mesh sensitivity 
analysis results, it is recommended to divide the mesh into four regions as illustrated in 
Figure 4.19. The circle size should be at least 2-3 times the borehole diameter and should 
be meshed by finer elements regarding the results extraction at the borehole wall and the 
near wellbore region. The rest of the mesh from circle to boundary should have a size of 
4-6 times the borehole diameter so that the far field stress can be touched in the model. It 
is also recommended to use quadratic over triangle elements everywhere in the model, 
however, it gets difficult in complex geometries. The aspect ratio of the elements should 
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be kept less than five to secure accurate results. When using cohesive elements, 
converging issues are very important due to the non-linearity nature of the cohesive 
modeling.  There is no fixed algorithm existing for mesh guidelines when these types of 
elements are used especially when near wellbore fractures are simulated. For this reason, 
it is recommended to consider both aspects of accuracy and easy to converge for these 
types of simulations. 
 4.2.1.5. Assigning material model. Using linear elastic material model is the 
easiest approach for geomechanical simulations. However, results of published numerical 
simulations revealed that this model in SEVERAL cases does not provide realistic results 
when compared with results from lab experiments and/or field trials (Mclellan, 1996, 
Salehi et al., 2010). Also the presence of a freely moving fluid in a porous rock modifies 
its mechanical behavior and makes the rock to RESPOND in a poro-elastic way 
(Detournay and Cheng, 1993). For these reasons, all the FE models in this study 
considered poro-elastic material properties including rock permeability, porosity and pore 
pressure. 
Different types of cohesive elements are available in the FE software library 
including three dimensional cohesive elements with and without pre pressure (COH3D6, 
COH3D6P, COH3D8, COH3D8P). These elements are also described in Table 4.5. For 
poro-elasticity applications, only COH3D6P and COH3D8P elements can be used. 
COH3D6P elements are more appropriate when triangle fracture elements are used in the 
model. Therefore, it was decided to select 12-node displacement pore pressure type 
cohesive elements (COH3D8P) in fracture zone to match with other continuum three-
dimensional elements (C3D8RP) used in other parts of the model. The active degrees of 
freedom for cohesive elements are 1,2,3 and 8 on the top and bottom faces and 8 at nodes 
on the middle face (Degrees of freedom are sets of independent displacement and/or 
rotations that specify completely the displaced or deformed position and orientation of 










Table 4.5. Two and three dimensional cohesive elements library 
Cohesive Element Description 
COH3D6 6-node three dimensional cohesive element 
COH3D6P 9-node displacement and pore pressure three-dimensional 
cohesive element 
COH3D8 8-node three-dimensional cohesive element 































Figure 4.20. Type of continuum pore pressure and cohesive pore pressure elements used 






 4.2.1.6. Loads, initial and boundary conditions. Generally, all the loads, initial 
and boundary conditions have to be identified before they were applied into the model. 
This helps in constructing the model sketch and conceptualizing the problem. After they 
are collected, it should be decided what type of methodology is appropriate to apply those 
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into the model. For instance, boundary conditions can be applied in different ways such 
as putting them as displacements on the model boundary. Stress boundary conditions 
directly applied to model boundaries or they can be applied through adding and removing 
elements in excavation or drilling process.  
Boundary conditions include subsurface stresses such as overburden stress, 
maximum and minimum horizontal stresses. These boundary conditions were 
implemented in the simulations through removing wellbore elements (Drilling step). 
Symmetry boundary condition was also used in the model since only half of the wellbore 
is modeled. 
Before drilling takes place, the formation is under subsurface stresses (overburden 
and horizontal stresses). Once drilling occurs, a cylindrical volume of the formation will 
be removed, and this will change the stress regime in the near wellbore. This step is 
modeled by removing wellbore elements at the beginning of the simulations and applying 
far-field boundary conditions simultaneously (Figure 4.21).  
FE models in this study are also affected by mud weight, injection loads, initial 
boundary conditions such as pore pressure, porosity (void ratio), permeability, initial 
fracture gap opening and in-situ stresses. Mud weight was simulated by defining 
distributed surface loads on the wellbore face. Furthermore, injection loads were modeled 
as concentrated fluid flow on the injection node.  
 4.2.1.7. Simulations run. When all the previous steps were accomplished, it 
would be more efficient to run simple test models first, before running detailed models. 
This will provide further insight for understanding model limitations. It is always 
tempting to increase complexities of the models, because it makes it more realistic. 
However, in some cases, adding complexities will have little influence on the model 
response, so they should be eliminated.  Simple runs can also provide shortcomings than 
can be fixed before any significant effort can be invested in the analysis. For instance, 
starting with linear-elastic models always helps to observe and judge model response, and 
they are very simple to be implemented. Advanced material models can be added to 
simulations when other issues such as appropriate boundary conditions, element type and 
time increment were finalized. 
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Regarding this study, FE models were run in ABAQUS SIMULIATM finite-
element software. The code includes advanced material models for 
geotechnical/geomechanical applications, including modern failure/fracture capabilities 
and intensive elements library. 
Simulations were run in multiple stages including equilibration and fluid flow 
(injection). In the equilibration phase, all the loads (except injection) and/or boundary 
conditions will be applied to the model to mimic downhole conditions. In the next step, 




Figure 4.21. FEA poro-elastic model details including boundary conditions- Cohesive 





 There are two distinctive steps for simulations in this study. The first step 
(Geostatic) aims to verify that the initial geostatic stress field is in equilibrium with 
applied loads and boundary conditions. This is, normally, the first step of a 
geomechanical analysis which can be followed by a coupled pore fluid diffusion/stress 
analysis. It is ideal to see complete equilibration which produces zero deformation after 
this step; however, this is very difficult when complexities of the model increase. It is 
also important to correctly establish initial conditions such as initial pore pressure, 
saturation, any geostatic stresses and porosity; otherwise, the results will be unreliable 
and unrealistic. 
In the next step fluid is injected into the porous medium through a coupled pore 
fluid diffusion/stress procedure (Soil option). The mechanical part of the model is based 
on the effective stress principle which was described earlier in this section. Fully 
saturated fluid flow was used in simulations which is typically the general procedure for a 
geotechnical/ geomechanical analysis. It was critical to define correct time increments in 
this step; a simple guideline for calculating the minimum usable time increment is 
explained in Appendix B. 
For verification of hoop stress in an intact case and sealed fracture, the following 










Figure 4.22. A schematic of steps required for a detailed wellbore strengthening study 







 4.2.1.8. Results extraction and analysis. The final stage of numerical 
simulations is the result extractions and analysis. Since the hoop (tangential) stress 
around a wellbore is a primary factor whether a wellbore is strengthened, investigating 
hoop stress is pertinent. Cartesian stress results were exported from the FE solver to 
MATLAB in order to calculate hoop stresses on different orientations around and by the 
distance from the wellbore. In addition, pore pressure, displacement, fracture width, 
length and propagation were extracted at each time step for further analysis. A detailed 
presentation of the results is provided in the next section.  
Vectors and tensor quantities are expressed using indicial notation with respect to 
a fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. SI units are used to illustrate the 
parameters and dimensions of the variables. Table 4.6 summarizes systems of SI units 
used for different parameters. Solver assumes negative stresses as compressive stresses 
and positive stresses as tensile stresses. However, due to common convention in the 




Table 4.6. SI units required for simulations in solver 
Parameter SI Unit 
Length Meter (m) 
Force Newton (N) 
Time Seconds (S) 
Mass Kilogram (Kg) 
Pressure Pascal (Pa) 
Density Kg/m3 








4.2.1.9. Model assumptions. It is critical to mention the assumptions considered 
for this study. Without making these assumptions, the problem becomes very complex 
and cannot be easily solved with the methodologies described in here: 
Normal Faulting Stress Regime. As mentioned in the introduction section, the 
narrow pore-fracture window is also very common in highly deviated and horizontal 
wellbores. In addition, existence of different stress regimes affects fracturing criteria 
when drilling vertical wells. For simplicity, this study only considers vertical wellbores 
with normal faulting regime where overburden stress is the principle stress. Although it is 
believed that these assumptions do not change the overall conclusions from this study, it 
is recommended that future wellbore strengthening studies consider different stress 
regimes and deviated wellbores. 
Mode I fracture. As discussed in Section 2.1.1.1, three modes of fracture 
displacement exist which are also knows as Mode I, II and III. For simplicity and also 
because of the lack of input data on the two other fracture modes, only Mode I is 
considered for simulations in this study. 
           4.2.2. Research Methodology for Task 2-Investigation of Fracture Resistance 
Increase. The objective for this section is to predict fracture propagation pressure when 
hydraulic fractures are sealed. Three analytical solutions for predicting fracture 
propagation pressure will be reviewed in this section.  
 4.2.2.1. Abe et al., solution. Abe et al., (1976) derived an analytical solution for a 
sealed penny-shaped crack in an infinitely extended medium. As shown in Figure 4.23, 
the crack is subjected to minimum far field stress ( hσ ) and a non-invaded zone exists 
close to the fracture tip in which fracturing fluids cannot reach further. The fracture 
length is R, and the length of invaded zone is R1, pressure between the non-invaded zone 
and fracture tip is equal to the pore pressure. The solution can be used for the case of 
drilling fluids when a non-invaded zone exists close to the tip of the fracture (Figure 
4.24). 
The relationship between different terms is written in the following equation; the 






























Figure 4.23. Penny-shaped fracture and existing boundary conditions 
 
 
Effect of the second term in brackets is very small regarding fracture toughness in 
sedimentary basins and it can be completely ignored for large size fractures. Parameter 













                                                                                    4.38) 
And the final equation can be summarized as follow for different values of λ : 




Figure 4.24. Invaded and non-invaded zone for a typical water-based drilling fluid 
 
                                                                         
Equation 4.39 is very similar to the Kirsch solution, except for the term λ ; as this 
term increases, fracture propagation pressure increases as well. As shown in Figure 4.25, 
λ
 can be in range from 0 to 1.5.  
As demonstrated by Figures 4.25 and 4.26, for the case of fully penetrating fluids,
λ will be zero and fracture propagation pressure will be equal to the minimum far field 
stress. Also, when the ratio of ph P/σ  goes higher, fracture propagation pressure 
increases. If the fracture is near the wellbore wall, the horizontal stress term in equation 
can be replaced with hoop stress. The sealing efficiency factor is a function of the length 
of the non-invaded zone at the tip of the fracture. This effect is verified in hydraulic 
fracturing experiments which showed that the fracture reopening pressure depends upon 
the amount of mud cake left on the wellbore wall (Morita et al., 1990, Morita et al., 1996, 
Oniya, 1994 and van Dam et al., 1998). Since water based mud develops a larger mud 
cake, they it normally have a higher reopening pressure than oil-based muds as observed 





Figure 4.25. Sealing efficiency factor plotted versus ratio of the invaded zone. Note that 
non-invaded zone higher than 20 % is very unlikely to form 
 
 
4.2.2.2. Morita et al., solution. The second equation for the sealed fracture is 
reported by Morita et al., 1988 and Fuh et al., 1992. The equation was derived from 














P                                                     (4.40) 
The idea behind this equation was the existence of bridging solids in drilling 
fluids which acts as loss circulation control agents. These bridging materials form a stable 




















Figure 4.26. Variations of fracture propagation pressure versus sealing efficiency factor 




 4.2.2.3. Aadnoy and Belayneh solution. Aadnoy and Belayneh (2008) presented 
an alternative explanation of how fracture gradient can be increased above the theoretical 
Kirsch model value. The model developed is valid for non-penetrating fluids used during 
drilling operations. Their laboratory experiments on hollow cylinder tests demonstrated 
that fracturing resistance can be significantly improved by changing mud composition, 
especially the particles forming the barrier are key factors. According to them, the reason 
for the higher fracture pressure is that when a fracture opens, the mud cake does not split 
up but deforms plastically, maintaining the barrier. Their solution is very analogous to the 
one derived by Abe in terms of having a drilling fluid related parameter: 





is defined as the barrier efficiency factor, and its value has been estimated to range 
from 1.23 to 3.89 determined by lab experiments. When the barrier efficiency is 1, the 
equation matches the linear-elastic Kirsch solution. Table 4.7 reports typical efficiency 
factors measured by laboratory experiments. According to Aadnoy and Belayneh, highest 
sealing efficiency factor is reported for Feldspar with particle sizes from 125 micron to 





Table 4.7. Reported barrier efficiency for different LCMs (Taken from Aadnoy and 
Belayneh, 2004) 
 

















SiC (125-250) 10.5 8 2.5 1.31 
SiC (125-250) 11 8 3 1.38 
CaCO3 (125-250) 9.8 8 1.8 1.23 
CaCO3 (125-250) 23.2 8 15.2 2.9 
CaCO3 (63-250) 14.4 8 6.4 1.8 
Feldspar (125-250) 31.1 8 23.1 3.89 
Feldspar (125-250) 9.3 8 1.3 1.62 







         4.2.3. Research Methodology for Task 3– Laboratory Experiments. The final 
task for this research is near wellbore fracture experiments which are accomplished by 
using the designed triaxial pressure cell at Missouri S&T. The main objectives for 
conducting experiments is to support finite-element modeling results. The detailed 
objectives are: 
i. Observe fracture breakdown and propagation pressure for water-based 
muds  
ii. Observe fracture reopening pressure and study the strengthening effect 
using water-based muds 
iii. Compare wellbore breakdown pressure and fracture initiation time from 
numerical models with laboratory experiments  
           Sandstone and dolomite core samples were collected from nearby quarries in the 
Missouri. These rocks were the most common and abundant rocks in Missouri which are 
also good analogous to hydrocarbon bearing rocks. Figure 4.27 shows typical rock blocks 















Figure 4.27. Dolomite and sandstone rock blocks collected from quarries (Right- 
Dolomite Left- Sandstone)  
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Workflow for the lab experiments includes preparation of 5.7 inches diameter and 
varying length from 8 to 12 inches core samples and testing them in a fracturing cell 
apparatus. The following detailed steps are followed for conducting the experiments: 
Core Preparation 
a)  Pick up rock blocks from quarries 
b) Drill out cores in Missouri S&T core lab 
c) Cut and square core ends at the Missouri S&T Rock Mechanics Center 
d) Drill out 0.5 inch wellbore in prepared core samples 
e) Cement top and bottom caps 
f) Vacuum and saturate cores 
Fracturing tests 
a) Place the core in the fracture machine 
b) Connect pressure lines and spacers 
c) Apply loads (overburden and confining) 
d) Fill up accumulator with drilling fluid 
e) Fill up wellbore with drilling fluid 
f) Build up injection pressure and run the experiment  
Core drilling was done at Missouri S&T core lab located in McNutt Hall. Then, 
cores were carried to Missouri S&T Rock Mechanics Center for ends squaring and 
smoothing. Details of the process will be explained by Liberman, 2012. After the cores 
were squared and smoothed, a 0.5 inch wellbore was drilled in core samples for injecting 
drilling fluids. After drilling out the wellbore, top and bottom caps with two inch casings 
were cemented to seal leakage path at top and bottom of the cores. Core samples were 
then vacuumed and saturated before testing. Figure 4.28 shows a dolomite core sample 
when the top cap is cemented. 
After core preparation was finalized, core fracture experiments were conducted at 
the Drilling Fluids Lab located in McNutt Hall at Missouri S&T (Figure 4.29). The 
















Figure 4.30 illustrates a schematic of the fracturing cell apparatus. Two injecting 
pumps are used to apply confining and injection pressure. One hand pump is used for 
building overburden stress on the cell top. All the data are recorded and plotted using 
LabView software. An accumulator unit also is used for injecting and circulating drilling 
fluids into the core samples. Using spacers inside the cell also helps to adjust different 
core lengths. These spacers are normally placed on the top injection cap. 
Next, the core sample was saturated and placed in the cell where confining and 
overburden pressures applied before injection starts. The following step was to build up 
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injection pressure until the breakdown pressure is observed and continued to propagate 
the induced fractures. Injection pressures were monitored by connecting the pumps to a 









Finally, when the fracturing test was completed, the fractured core sample was 
broken down to observe the fracture shape. Using big core size (6”) allows for longer 
fractures before reaching cell boundaries. This helps to study fracture propagation and 
sealing mechanisms both at fracture tip and mouth. 
 
                                 
 
  










In this section, the methodology for numerical modeling, 
laboratory experiments 
propagating near wellbore fractures by finite
Governing equations presented in this 
flow into porous media, permeability and poro
process for the finite-element model is
discontinuities, initial and boundary conditions, material model and resul





















analytical models and 
were explained. The detailed method for initiating and 
-element models was also described. 
section includes the equations for f
-elastic terms. Identifying 










Input data used for this dissertation were obtained from combinations of sources; 
data published in related publications and data obtained from laboratory experiments 
conducted at Missouri S&T.  
Three dimensional meshes built for this study were verified by the Kirsch 
analytical solution for accuracy. All the simulations were conducted in poro-elastic 
conditions where pore pressure elements were used in the models. Post-processing of the 
results were done in a Matlab code since the results obtained from the solver had to be 
converted from Cartesian coordinate to Cylindrical coordinate. 
Three analytical solutions were reviewed in this section for predicting fracture 
propagation pressures. One of these solutions will be used for calculating the fracture 
gradient in the field case studies presented in the next section.   
Laboratory experiments include preparation of 6 inch diameter core samples from 
dolomite and sandstone rock blocks collected from nearby quarries (Lieberman, 2011). 
The main goals of these tests are to verify some of the numerical simulations results, and 
























This section presents results obtained from numerical simulations, analytical 
models, field case studies and laboratory experiments. The numerical simulations cover 
both fracture geometry predictions and parametric study results and simulations of 
fracture initiation, propagation and sealing to test the wellbore strengthening hypothesis 
caused by increased wellbore hoop stresses. After presenting the numerical simulations 
results, field case studies from different oil producing basins with a narrow pore-fracture 
window and severe lost circulation problems were investigated. Finite-element models 
were used to analyze fracture gradient improvements through fracture sealing. The same 
field cases were also analyzed by Abe et al., which was presented in Section 4.2.2.1. This 
solution was used to test the second hypothesis of wellbore strengthening caused by 
fracture sealing and the effect of non-invaded zone on the fracture propagation pressure. 
Finally, in this section, results from fracture experiments will be presented and compared 
with numerical simulations. 
 
 
5.1. FINITE-ELEMENT APPROACH  
As mentioned in the previous section, cohesive elements are used for modeling 
fractures in this study. One key feature of these elements and the numerical solver is to 
observe the fracture opening in each element at any step of the fracture propagation. This 
will help in predicting the final fracture volume and length in order to design LCM pills. 
  A three-dimensional mesh was built and is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The input 
data for the model is based on Berea sandstone properties which were also been used in 
the DEA-13 fracture experiments (Morita et al., 1990, Morita et al., 1996, and Onya, 
1994).  
Table 5.1 shows the DEA-13 input data used in this study. This work has 
extended the DEA-13 experiment studies by modeling several scenarios with varying 




Figure 5.1. Three-dimensional mesh used for simulations (left) - Cohesive elements 
shown by red color (right) 
 




              Table 5.1. DEA-13 fracturing tests input data for Berea sandstone rock 
Model Dimensions (inch) 30*30*30 
Hole Size (inch) 1.5 
Overburden stress (Psi) 3000 
Max Horizontal Stress (Psi) 2200 
Min Horizontal Stress (Psi) 1800 
Young Modulus (MMPsi) 1.5 
Poisson's Ratio 0.2 









The initial and boundary conditions and loading steps were explained in the 
previous section.   
5.1.1. Simulations Results. With the mechanical properties defined for both the 
rock and the cohesive layer, a fracture was initiated and propagated in the maximum 
horizontal stress direction equal to the direction of the cohesive layer. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the crack growth around the wellbore, and Figure 5.3 shows the stress profile 
in the y-axis direction (the model shown in Figure 5.3 is oriented 90 degrees to the model 
in Figure 5.2). Fracture initiation created a tensile state of stress in the fracture plane. 
Fluid injection into the fracture and the initiation of fracture propagation increases the 
pore pressure in the flowing nodes and changes stress distribution. In the first set of 
simulations, permeability was increased from 100 milli-Darcy (mD) to 450 (mD). The 
run results show that crack growth has a strong relationship with permeability. Among 
the simulations in low-permeable to high-permeable rocks, the maximum difference in 









Figure 5.3. Half of the actual run model is cut off to show the stresses around the 





Figure 5.4 shows the crack openings for various permeabilities; it indicates that 
the crack opening widens more over the time of injection which also will represent 
fracture length. Figure 5.5 illustrates crack growth as a function of time for several 
scenarios. As the permeability increased, the fracture length increased; results confirm 
length increase of 25 cm when the permeability was increased by 350 mD. The method 
for finding fracture length is based upon whether fracture initiation occurred in a 
cohesive element which means the fracture initiation criteria should have been satisfied 
for that element. The damage ratio during fracture propagation gradually evolves from a 
minimum value of 0 to 1. Table 5.2 shows the maximum damage ratio for each 
simulation as expected cracks propagate most in high-permeable rocks. 
As shown in the table, the maximum damage ratio of 0.891 is reported for 
simulation case with 450 mD permeability. The lowest ratio of 0.722 is reported for 
simulation case with 100 mD permeability. It can be concluded from the table, as 
permeability of the rock increases, the damage ratio increases as well. Higher 










Based on the crack width in each cohesive element, a fracture geometry model 
was built for the final crack formed around the wellbore. As shown in Figure 5.6, the 
terms cw  to mw  were assigned to crack openings from narrowest to widest; it must be 
noticed that Figure 5.4 is roughly showing the fracture opening through its length and the 
illustrated fracture tip is not representing the actual shape of the tip. Table 5.3 
summarizes the details of crack geometry for each scenario. It was interesting to observe 
that the width near the tip of the fracture has changed from 0.1 micron to 1 micron for 
various scenarios. This also has been plotted in Figure 5.7. As illustrated in Figure 5.7, 
for different permeabilities, the fracture opening differs more at the fracture mouth than 
at the fracture tip. These observations distinguish these fractures from traditional wing 





Figure 5.5. Crack length versus time for rocks with different permeability  
                                
 
 












Based on the widths of the cohesive elements, the fracture volume can be 
predicted. More significantly, these results confirm that the size of the propping particles 
is important for effective crack sealing. Figure 5.8 shows two cracks with mouths of 
different widths. A change in particle size appears to be necessary to seal the crack mouth 
in each model. However, it may be feasible to use the same size particles for sealing the 
crack tips in both cases. This is a debating issue when different techniques of wellbore 
strengthening are used. For instance, in the Stress Cage technique the main target is to 
seal the fracture close to its mouth. In this case, formation permeability must be 
considered when designing sealing materials.  
Table 5.3 shows that fracture geometry formed in the formation must be 
considered when calculating material sizes if the goal is to seal off the mouth in wellbore 
strengthening operations. There will be significant changes in materials volume 










 Figure 5.6. Crack geometry model in cohesive layer (Left side: cohesive elements close 
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Wm 7.6 11.6 14.6 14.9 15.9 16.7 17.5 
W1 2.5 5.5 7.6 7.9 8.5 9.2 9.7 
W2 0.2 2.4 3.9 4 4.4 4.8 5.2 
W3 0 1 2.7 3.1 3.5 3.8 4.1 
W4 0 0 1.6 2.5 2.9 3.2 3.5 
W5 0 0 0.8 2.4 2.8 3.1 3.3 
W6 0 0 0.1 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.1 
W7 0 0 0 2 2.4 2.6 2.9 
W8 0 0 0 0.1 1.8 2.1 2.3 
W9 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 
W10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 



















 5.1.2. Parametric-studies of Hydraulic Fractures. The objective of this section 
is to present results of parametric studies in hydraulic fracturing to identify the most 
important parameters in determining fracture shape. This will be critical for wellbore 
strengthening applications when designing pills and LCM materials for the drilling fluid 
system. Proper design of sealing materials will prevent further fracture extension and 
may help to increase fracture propagation pressure. This is especially essential when 
conducting wellbore strengthening in unconsolidated formations where traditional 
hydraulic fracturing models cannot accurately predict fracture properties (Fett et al., 
2008). Further, availability of input data is sometimes limited when conducting field 
operations. For this reason, knowing the weight of different inputs will lead in better 
design of the process and interpretation.  
The parameters studied in this section are rock properties such as Young's 
modulus, Poisson's ratio, permeability, fracture toughness, and injecting fluid properties 
such as viscosity and injection rate carried out for both Newtonian and Power law fluid 
models. 
Finally, the effect of all parameters has been illustrated in a normalized chart 
which shows weight of each parameter on fracture width which is a critical parameter in 
wellbore strengthening. These results can be used as a further guideline for designing 
wellbore strengthening pills and/or stimulations operations.  
 5.1.2.1. Model geometry. The three-dimensional mesh is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
A wellbore with 0.22 meter (8.5 inch) diameter is modeled where total height and 
diameter of the circular mesh are 30 (98 ft) and 300 (984 ft) meter respectively. Figure 
5.9 shows the three-dimensional mesh built for this section using approximately 5500 
poro-elastic quadratic elements. Because the objective here is to run parametric studies, 
using small scale models causes convergence issues especially when the fractures reach 


















Figure 5.9. Three dimensional mesh created with 3D Hyper Mesh, pore fluid elements 
were used in entire model for fluid flow simulations 
 
  
 5.1.2.2. Fracture propagation in high permeable rocks. Table 5.4 shows the 
input data used for simulations. In the first run of simulations, base case properties were 
used, then parametric studies were carried out with keeping the permeability constant and 
changing other properties such as Young's modulus, Poisson’s ratio, drilling fluid 
viscosity, fracture toughness and injection ratio. Later, rock permeability was lowered 
and similar simulations were conducted. 
 With the mechanical properties defined for both the rock and the cohesive layer, 
a fracture was initiated and propagated in the maximum horizontal stress direction, which 
is the direction of the cohesive layer. Simulation results when injected into highly 
permeable rock for 800 seconds is shown in Figure 5.10 which illustrates the extension of 
the fracture at the end of this step. Figure 5.10 also indicates fracture propagated out of 
the near wellbore and into far field. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show the fracture 
extension at the end of 20 and 100 Sec, respectively. As the Figures indicate, propagated 
fractures are much wider at the fracture mouth and narrow down more smoothly at the 
fracture tip. This is consistent with what was observed in Section 5.1.1.1. In addition, 
using cohesive elements enabled the prediction of the fracture opening at each element 
which can be used for predicting the final volume of the fracture. Maximum fracture 
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width at the end of 20 sec, 100 sec and 800 sec are 5.18 mm (0.2 inch), 5.88 mm (0.23 
inch) and 6.13 mm (0.24 inch) respectively. Figure 5.13 illustrates cohesive zone 
openings at the end of 100 seconds.  
 
 












After conducting the base case simulations, rock Young's modulus was decreased 
to 6 GPa (0.9 MMPsi) in the simulations to see the effect of changing rock stiffness. 
More than 2 mm (0.08 inch) increase in the maximum fracture opening was observed 
when rock stiffness changed. Figure 5.14 compares the fracture width profile in both 
higher and lower Young's modulus. Fracture opening through its length was also 
increased when Young's modulus decreased in the model (Figure 5.15). One important 
observation from Figure 5.14 is that maximum fracture openings widen more at early 
times of propagation when fracture is not stable and then grow more smoothly until the 
end of fracture propagation. This is also evident when decreasing or increasing rock's 
stiffness where Young's modulus affects the fracture opening significantly at the start of 
fracture propagation. This starts within a few seconds of fracture propagation as 
illustrated in Figure 5.14. In the next set of simulations, Poisson's ratio was increased 
from 0.225 to 0.3. Figure 5.16 compares the maximum fracture width in both cases. 
Figure 5.16 alos indicates that increasing Poisson's ratio will decrease the maximum 
Hole Size (inch) 8.5 inch 
Young Modulus (MMPsi) 1.5 
Poisson's Ratio 0.225 
Rock Permeability (Darcy) 0.1 
Fracture Toughness 
(Psi*inch^(0.5)) 1 
Injecting fluid consistency index 
(K) 0.15 
Power law coefficient (n) 0.86 
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fracture opening which is also evident from the analytical hydraulic fracturing equations 
in Section 2. Similar trends are also achieved during hydraulic fracturing field operations 
where fracture width decreases as formation Poisson's ratio increases (Nierdoe, 1985). 
Figure 5.17 shows the fracture opening changes by its length for both cases. Comparing 
Figure 5.14 to Figure 5.16 indicates strong effect of Young's modulus on the fracture 
propagation behavior as where Poisson's ratio slightly affects fracture propagation. Initial 
implication from these results is the fracture propagation behavior in multi-layered 
formations where rock mechanical properties change from one layer to another. In 
addition, having uncertainty in Young's modulus values can significantly affect the 





Figure 5.10. Sketch showing fracture propagation and geometry after 800 Sec 























          





              Figure 5.15. Effect of Young's modulus changes on maximum fracture opening 




               
 





Figure 5.17. Effect of Poisson's ratio changes on fracture opening through its length 
 
 
 5.1.2.3 Fracture propagation in low permeable rocks. To study the effect low 
permeability had on the parametric study simulations of 1 mD and 0.001 mD rock 
samples were carried out. Similar results to the high permeable sample were observed 
when Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were decreased in the simulation’s run. Figure 
5.18 shows the maximum fracture openings for the case of changing Young's modulus to 
6 GPa (0.9 MMPsi), and Figure 5.19 shows that fracture opening profile when Poisson's 
ratio increased ( 3.0=ν ). Figure 5.19 also shows the effect of Poisson’s ratio more at the 
early time of fracturing simulations; but later on, the fracture width becomes similar in 
both cases. This indicates that the extent at which Poisson' ratio affects fracture width is 
less in low permeable rocks. It can be attributed to lower leak off from inside the fracture 
to the formation in low permeability formations; however, more simulations and 
validation with experiments are required to confirm this.   
Fracture openings for all the samples with different permeabilities(100mD, 1mD 
and 0.001mD) are illustrated in Figure 5.20. This implies that formation permeability is 
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an important factor affecting the fracture width. This fact was not been reflected in 
Griffith's equation (Valco and Economides, 1995) for hydraulic fracturing since these 
operations are mostly executed in very low permeable rocks. This finding is very 
important for this study because wellbore strengthening applications are applied both for 
low and high permeable formations and sealing particles are designed to effectively 
bridge the induced fracture. Results of this study confirm that rock permeability needs to 
be considered in wellbore strengthening applications, since using this approach for 































































 5.1.2.4 Effect of viscosity with Newtonian model. In this set of simulations, a 
Newtonian rheological model was used. Different fluid viscosities from 1cp to 120 cp 
were used in both high and permeable rock samples. Figure 5.21 shows the effect of 
increasing viscosity in the permeable sample (100mD). Further, when fluid viscosity 
increased, fracture width decreased at early times (up to 100 Sec) but later (250 Sec), it 
catches up. High fluctuations in the fracture opening were also confirmed in early times 
due to high fluid exchange until an impermeable cake forms. Similar observations have 
been reported in the literature (Bunger et al., 2005); the effect of viscosity was significant 
in the beginning which resulted in strong coupling between the fluid and solid mechanics. 
This causes the existence of a significant lag zone when injecting in permeable rocks. 
Published results of laboratory scale hydraulic fracturing experiments (van Dam et al., 
1998) revealed that up to 0.001 meter fluid lag length is observed with a fracture radius 
of 0.1 meter. Fluid leak-off in permeable formations will change the propagating regime 
at the tip of the fracture where a pressure-dropped zone is observed. 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 illustrate the effect of increasing viscosity on the 1 and 
0.001 mD rock samples, respectively. As expected, increasing fluid viscosity will 
increase the fracture width over time. Comparing results from low permeable samples (1 
mD and 0.001 mD) to the high permeable ones (100 mD) indicates a strong effect of 
viscosity in the low permeable samples. This can be attributed to having higher energy 
which widens the fracture more when using high viscous fluids in low permeable rocks. 
This approach is used in hydraulic fracturing operations for opening the hydraulic 
fractures wider. These results indicate that no fluid lag region or very negligible one 
exists when fracturing in low permeable formations. This observation can also explain 
the difficulty of sealing fractures for wellbore strengthening applications in low 
























 5.1.2.5 Effect of injection rate. Injection rate is a controllable parameter in 
hydraulic fracturing operations. Some forms of analytical equations for hydraulic 
fracturing include the term of injection rate (where fluid within the crack will be in 









   
 (5.1) 
According to the analytical equation, crack width is proportional to the fourth root 
of injection rate (Q). Similar observation was achieved from simulations where 
increasing injection rate increased the fracture width. Simulations show that increasing 
injection rate from 0.01 Secm /3  to 0.08 Secm /3  will increase the crack width up to 200 
micron (0.008 inch). Figure 5.24 illustrates the fracture opening over time when injection 
rate was increased. Figure 5.24 also indicates the sensitivity of the fracture opening in the 
later injecting time where the fracture opening for both high and low injection rates are 










Several simulations were carried out to identify the weight of all parameters on 
fracture width, based on changing only one parameter each time. Results were 
normalized and  illustrated in Figure 5.25. It shows that changing the value for the rock 
Young's modulus has a significant effect on the fracture opening compared to other 
parameters. Changing the rock permeability from very small values in shales to higher 
values in sandstones will increase the fracture opening significantly. Poisson's ratio has a 
similar trend on the fracture opening as Young's modulus but with less overall effect. 
Slight changes were observed for increasing values for injection rate and fracture 
toughness of the rock compared to other parameters. Figure 5.25 helps to classify the 
affecting parameters into primary and secondary ones, where rock mechanical parameters 

























5.1.3. Fracture Geometry and Parametric Study Discussion. Knowing fracture 
geometry is an essential part of designing an effective wellbore strengthening pill. 
Arresting fractures early (shorter fracture length), from the time they start initiation is 
very critical in wellbore strengthening. However knowing fracture length is not as critical 
as fracture width (Wang et al., 2008). According to parametric studies conducted by 
Wang et al., 2008, fracture length has minor effects and only at the fracture location 
where stress anisotropy exists.  
It is generally observed in hydraulic fracturing treatments, that higher rock 
permeabilities reduce cracks growth; because as the permeability of the rock increases, 
more fluids will dissipate from the fracture and this leaves less energy to pressurize the 
crack to grow further. However, according to the simulations, it was found that another  
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mechanism taking place which makes the higher permeability rocks to widen up more 
comparing to lower permeability rocks. State of effective stress around the fracture 
boundary is a key point in controlling the fracture width and growth; when there are more 
fluids leaking from the fracture, this makes the fracture face to be in higher mode of 
tensile strength according to Terzaghi's principle. This results in the existing fracture to 
widen up more.  
This effect might on the other hand be reduced when higher injection rates are 
used or pumping time increased as the case would be in hydraulic fracturing operations. 
Since the point of interest in this study is the early time short fractures created during 
drilling, the objective is to arrest these fractures as quick as possible. These fractures 
might lead to massive loss circulations if not properly controlled.  
As mentioned in Section 2, Stress Cage (SC), Fracture Closure Stress (FCS) and 
more recently Fracture Propagation Resistance (FPR) are the techniques used to elevate 
the fracturing pressure. Although particle size and strength have been the debating issues 
in these techniques, to date, no study has determined decisively the sealing effect of 
particles shape, geometry, and distribution. The fracture model presented here can predict 
the fracture geometry based on a pre-defined orientation. Contrary to the general belief 
that fracture width decreases uniformly from the mouth of the fracture to its tip, the 
results of the present study show that fractures are wider at the mouth, and they become 
narrow in a non-linear fashion along their length.  
Fracture width data in Table 5.4 confirm that material shape may also be an 
important issue in sealing fractures. Maintaining bridge stability at the mouth should be 
harder than pushing bridges inside the crack, and this is the case reported in some Stress 
Cage operations (Alberty, 2004). As discussed by the results, formation permeability 
must be considered when using this technique. Other solutions may be speculated can be 
to design bridging materials based on sealing the tip of the fracture rather than keeping 
them at the mouth. This is similar to the practice used for the Fracture Closure Stress 
(FCS) technique.  
Predicting fracture geometry is another result from the simulations that can help 
to calculate the necessary materials volume. For instance, normal practice in the Stress 
Cage technique is to calculate the volume of the fracture based on a triangular prism 
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shaped the height and width of the target aperture (Alberty, 2004). Then particle size 
distribution (PSD) is predicted based on the calculated fracture volume. The presented 
model confirms that this volume cannot represent the true volume of the induced fracture 
and it is necessary to estimate particle size distribution based on widths from aperture to 
the tip of the crack.  
The practice in the Fracture Closure Stress (FCS) technique is different. 
Normally, the size of the materials is relatively unimportant and it is believed that "any 
pill will develop into an immobile mass if it can be made to lose its carrier fluid” 
(Dupriest, 2005). The research reported here demonstrates that if pills are not designed 
based on the size and shape of a fracture, they cannot effectively seal the fracture. In 
other words, there is always a risk that the solid materials in the wellbore strengthening 
pills are made too large to penetrate the induced fractures. In such cases, the pill will fail 
once drilling practice continues. 
This work also conducted a parametric study to investigate the effect of rock 
properties such as Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and permeability and different fluid 
properties including viscosity and injection rate on fracture propagation. Rock samples 
with permeabilities of 100 mD, 1mD and 0.001 mD were modeled in this study.  
The simulations indicate that fracture opening is a strong function of Young's 
modulus and permeability. Simulations indicate that crack width is affected also by rock 
Poisson's ratio, where up to 400 micron decrease was observed in the fracture width when 
increasing Poisson's ratio to 0.3. For this reason, in executing the wellbore strengthening 
approach, rock stiffness should be considered as the primary parameter controlling 
fracture width. 
 Results of simulations studies conclude same trend as the analytical equations 
presented earlier. A recent study from the Daqing Oilfield in China also confirmed 
fracture opening increased when rock Young's modulus was reduced (Zhang, et al., 
2010). Their results also indicate that fracture opening for 2mD rock permeability will be 
higher when the viscosity of the injecting fluid increased.  






5.2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF FRACTURE INITIATION, 
       PROPAGATION AND SEALING 
 
The main objective of this section is to present results for the numerical 
simulations of the investigation of hoop stress changes after fracture initiation, 
propagation and sealing. As mentioned in the previous section, one of the existing 
wellbore strengthening hypotheses is the increase of wellbore hoop stress more than the 
ideal wellbore without fracture when fractures are sealed. In order to test this hypothesis, 
it is required to know hoop stress values at each step of simulation. Previous numerical 
studies for wellbore strengthening did not include the fracture propagation step and are 
based on wedging an assumed fracture with a pre-defined width and length. It is believed 
that the key to understand wellbore strengthening is to include the complete wellbore 
strengthening process in a continuous simulation. These steps were illustrated in Figure 
4.22 of previous section. 
The first two simulation steps of fracture initiation and propagation resemble a 
typical leak off test (Figure 5.26). With assuming no initial fractures exist around the 
wellbore, the first step will be to look at the state of stress around the borehole when no 
fractures are formed. The second step will be to increase the wellbore pressure untill the 
hoop stress around the borehole drops down and fractures start to initiate. Then the 
drilling fluid starts to gradually enter the fracture, fracture breakdown happens and it 
starts propagating. It is very critical to precisely record stress changes around the 
borehole in each step. The final step will be the fracture sealing and to see whether 
wellbore strengthening has actually increased the wellbore hoop stress. The stress 
condition in the last step should be compared with the initial condition which both having 
the same mud weight. Previous studies have failed to model the problem with all the 
steps involved. It is not clearly understood why wellbore strengthening is successful in 







Figure 5.26. A schematic of the steps required in the simulations for fracture sealing 






The simulation model for fracture initiation, propagation and sealing includes 
three meters of open hole with one meter of sandstone between two layers of shales with 
different rock properties. Geomechanical properties of the sand and shales were imported 
regarding field initial and boundary conditions. Table 5.5 shows the input parameters 





















Figure 5.27 shows the hoop stress around the wellbore when no fractures have 
been initiated. Zero degree is aligned parallel to maximum horizontal stress orientation 



















Figure 5.27. Hoop stress around the wellbore when no fracture exists (Zero degree: 
Maximum horizontal stress orientation, 90 degrees: Minimum horizontal stress 
orientation) 
Young's modulus (MMPsi) 3.6 
Poisson's Ratio  0.25 
Maximum Horizontal Stress 
(Psi) 1160 
Minimum Horizontal Stress 
(Psi) 725 
Rock Permeability (mD) 40 
Porosity  0.2 
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Predicting the lost circulation zone is often hard in field operations. It is often 
believed that the lost zone is located at the bottom of the well which is not always true. A 
wellbore might have a very long open hole which makes it hard to identify the exact lost 
location (Wang, 2007).  
In the next step of simulations, the mud weight was increased until fractures start 
to initiate. Figure 5.28 demonstrates the extension of the tensile zone appearing in the 
model. The results indicate that the upper and lower boundary between the sand and 
shales are more prone to have tensile failures which are due to the changes in material 









Figure 5.29 shows hoop stresses around the wellbore when the fracture has been 
initiated (broken green line), and hoop stresses were compared to the hoop stresses when 
the mud weight is elevated. The hoop stress in maximum horizontal stress orientation has 
dropped to zero. Since tensile stress of the formation was neglected in the simulations, 
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fractures will be initiated when the hoop stress drops to zero according to the Kirsch 



















Figure 5.29. Hoop stress around the wellbore after fracture initiated (broken green line) 




In the next step of the simulation, tensile fractures propagated by injecting fluid 
into the fracture. Fracture propagation starts with further injection into the initiated 
fracture, and this creates a tensile state of hoop stress in the fracture plane. Figure 5.30 
shows the propagated fracture after the propagation step is completed. Figure 5.30 
indicates that fracture propagated from the near wellbore into the far field. Different 
stress profiles in each layer are caused by different rock properties which creates stress 
concentration at the layer boundaries. Figure 5.31 shows the hoop stress results around 
the wellbore after propagation, and it was plotted together with the results for the two 
previous steps. As shown in Figure 5.31, the hoop stress dropped at the maximum 
horizontal stress orientation because of the injection. Figure 5.32 shows pore pressure 
distribution in the model during fracture propagation. As shown in Figure 5.32, pore 
pressure has higher values at injection points and then smoothly distributes into the 
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formation. Pore pressure distribution shows a strong relationship with formation 
permeability, wherein high permeable formations pore pressure dissipates faster than in 
























Figure 5.31. Hoop stress around the wellbore after fracture propagated (red line), after 




Other poro-elasticity parameters (saturation and void ratio) are also included in 
Figure 5.33. Since only fluid flow for fully saturated flow has been modeled, no changes 









Final step was simulated by using pressure boundary conditions inside the 
propagated fracture in order to seal it. This step isolates the fracture pressure from the 
wellbore pressure and makes the fracture pressure constant. Mud weight was also 
lowered to the initial condition in order to compare hoop stress results at the end of this 
step and hoop stress results in intact wellbore. Figure 5.34 shows that wellbore hoop 
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stress, when fractures were sealed, shifts from tensile to compressive mode, but they do 
not exceed original hoop stress existing around the wellbore before fractures initiated. 
 
 




















Figure 5.34. Hoop stress around the wellbore after fracture sealed (black line), after 
fracture propagated (red line), after fracture initiated (broken green line) and for intact 




This result indicates that wellbore strengthening has the capability to restore the 
hoop stress, but it is not actually able to strengthen the wellbore by increasing stress more 
than its ideal state, which can also be defined by the Kirsch's analytical solution. Some 
other studies (Alberty and Mclean, 2004, Wang et al., 2007a) argue that propping the 
fracture will significantly increase wellbore hoop stress which can be higher than its ideal 
wellbore pressure containment (WPC). This might be due to using linear-elastic analysis 
which does not take into effect porous elasticity of the rocks, and also comparing the 
stress state just before and after sealing rather than comparing it with the intact wellbore. 
No lab data has been reported so far to confirm increased hoop stress above the intact 
Kirsch solution hoop stresses or even replicate this mechanism. The results from the 
poro-elastic geomechanical model do not support the mentioned hypothesis; although, 
fracture sealing deliberately restored the wellbore hoop stress.  
 
 
5.3. FIELD CASE STUDIES 
Lost circulation has been reported as the number one geomechanical problem 
which has resulted in large non-productive time while drilling. The objective here is to 
present numerical and analytical simulations results to investigate lost circulation 
incidents and remediation in several oil producing fields from different sedimentary 
basins. The models were built based on reported input data in published papers.  
The methodology followed in the numerical simulations was to build a 
geomechanical model for the depth of the lost circulation incident reported and model 
fracture propagation and sealing. The hoop stress results were compared after each step. 
Hoop stress after fracture sealing is considered to be the new fracture gradient achieved 
for the specific formation. Results for fracture gradient increase were also calculated 
based on Abe et al., solution for sealed fractures (Section 4.2.2.1). Here, it is assumed 
that five percent of the fracture is filled by a non-invaded zone (R-R1). This can be an 
upper estimate for the non-invaded zone inside the fractures (van Dam et al., 1998).  
 5.3.1. Offshore Caspian Sea. The first field example is from Shah Deniz field 
which was discovered in 1999 and is located 100km south of Baku. Maximum water 
depth is 600 meters (1960 ft) in the Caspian Sea. This field is characterized by a complex 
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pore and fracture pressure profile, and the Balakhany sands are associated with a major 
pressure regression immediately below the regional high pressure seal (Alberty and 
Mclean, 2001). The depth of the structure plus the elevation from the crest to the flank 
and the water depth complicated the prediction of pore and fracture pressures. This led to 
very severe mud losses and wellbore stability issues in this field. Previous offset wells 
results indicate up to 20 % reported NPT (non-productive time) which is a significant 
number compared to other problems.  
Major risks are primarily related to the pressure regime, in overpressured 
sandstones interbedded with overpressured mudstones. These conditions provide a 
limited PP-FG window, with the potential for wellbore breathing and the possibility of 
wellbore breakouts. Figure 5.35 shows one of the offset wells pore-fracture pressure 
windows, which indicates a very narrow window in 21000 ft depth. The high fracture 
pressure which exceeds overburden stress at the lower depth is a result of regional 
tectonic stresses.  
A FEA sub model was built regarding the rock mechanical properties and stress 
regime in this field to observe feasibility of using the wellbore strengthening approach to 
widen the window at the mentioned depth. Results of simulation are presented in Figure 
5.36. Complete hoop stress restoration occurred at a 90 degrees angle at the fracture 
causing losses, but the final hoop stress at the wellbore after fracture sealing did not go 
further than its ideal state when no fractures exist. This example clearly shows that 
plugging and/or sealing fractures does not increase the wellbore hoop stress beyond its 
ideal state which can also defined by the Kirsch solution. Several parameters including 
rock mechanical properties, stress anisotropy and injecting fluid properties affect hoop 








         Figure 5.35. Pore- fracture pressure window for the offset well in Caspian 




5.3.2. Offshore Persian Gulf (12-1/4" section). The second field example is a 
wellbore strengthening operation in a 12 1/4" wellbore section of the offshore Persian 
Gulf. Previous offset wells provide the pore-fracture pressure window shown in Figure 
5.37. Lost circulation, differential sticking across the loss zone, wash-outs and salt water 
















Figure 5.36. Wellbore hoop stress for intact borehole, after fracture propagation and 




Although a KCL mud with the LCM concentration summarized in Table 5.6 was 
used to mitigate high loss rates in this section, loss circulation caused large non-
productive time. A FEA geomechanical model was built for the target zone at a depth of 
9350 ft in which field reports showed severe losses. The objective for the geomechanical 
model is to observe how wellbore strengthening is able to raise the fracture gradient in 
this interval.  
Hoop stress for intact borehole, fracture propagation and sealing results are given 
in Figure 5.38. Similar to the previous case, sealing the fractures in this field is able to 
restore most of its hoop stress within 90 degrees from the fracture direction, but it is not 






Figure 5.37. Pore- fracture pressure window for offset well in Persian Gulf 
 
 
Table 5.6. LCM type and concentration used for decreasing loss rate 
LCM Concentration 
(lb/bbl) 
CaCo3 F 7 
CaCo3 M 7 
Mix II F 7 
Mix II M 7 
Mica F 1.8 
EPI Seal XF 8.8 














Figure 5.38. Wellbore hoop stress for intact borehole, after fracture propagation and 




 5.3.3. Nile Delta (Offshore Mediterranean Sea). As outlined by Sanad et al., 
(2004), drilling in the offshore Nile Delta of the Mediterranean Sea is quite challenging 
regarding the existence of geo-pressured shale-bound sands that can narrow down a pore-
fracture pressure window (Figure 5.39). The target zone from 14698 ft to TD has the 
narrowest window between pore-fracture pressures. The exploration well in this field 
experienced lost circulation below 15000 ft with a 16.4 ppg mud weight. It is known that 
LCM pills containing 40 to 60 ppb and also 40-bbl cross-linked polymer pills were 
pumped but little success was achieved. Using a fracture gradient enhancement squeeze 
system (FGESS), wellbore pressure containment integrity increased to 17 ppg measured 
by a FIT test (Sanad et al., 2004).  
FGESS treatments were used as the wellbore strengthening pill application. These 
materials typically develop into the sealant when mixed with mud and evolve into a 
moldable, ductile and non-brittle seal when used as LCM. Geomechanical properties 
were imported in the existing FEA model to simulate the effect of fracture sealing on the 
hoop stress in the target zone. Figure 5.40 shows the simulation results for this case 








Hoop stress restoration in the Nile Delta offset well is smaller than the other cases 
due to the high Poisson's ratio (0.33) of the sandstone. As mentioned by Aadnoy and 
Belayneh (2009), the borehole is pressurized in the radial direction by increasing the mud 
weight which will cause tension in the tangential direction. This effect is mainly 
controlled by the Poisson's ratio and will be more pronounced with lower Poisson’s 
values. In the case of fracturing, increasing the mud weight from the equilibrium state 














Figure 5.40. Wellbore hoop stress for intact borehole, after fracture propagation and 




As illustrated in Figure 5.41, this factor increases as Poisson's ratio decreases. The 
maximum number for scaling factor is 1 which occurs when Poisson's ratio drops to zero 
which is an unrealistic number. For rocks with average 0.25 Poisson's ratio, the scaling 









5.3.4. Offshore North Sea (Visund Field). Visund is an oil and gas field in 
blocks 34/8 and 34/7, 22 kilometers north-east of the Gullfaks field in the Tampen area of 
the Norwegian North Sea (Zobak et al., 2003). FMS/FMI log runs in several wells in this 
field revealed extensive drilling-induced tensile fractures which can be minimized by 
raising the fracture propagation pressure (Figure 5.42). Observation indicates that tensile 
cracks formed on the borehole wall almost continuously from 7380 to 9285 ft TVD 
(Wirput et al., 1997). Figure 5.43 shows the predicted formation pore pressure from RFT, 
values of the fracturing pressure predicted by leak off test and the maximum horizontal 
stress in the field determined from the analysis of drilling the induced tensile fractures in 
the field (Zoback et al., 2003). A similar numerical approach was executed at a depth of 




Figure 5.42. Pore- fracture pressure window for Visund field 
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Figure 5.44 shows the FEA result of sealing the loss zone for this well. Similar 
observations to other field cases were seen in which fracture sealing only restores some 
of the wellbore hoop stress but cannot increase it more than the ideal case in the direction 
of the tensile fractures. Poisson's ratio of 0.2 considered in the simulations which gives a 
higher Poisson's scaling factor on hoop stresses, especially on 90 degrees away from the 
fracture zone. This gives 0.16 ppg increase of the hoop stress gradient than its intact case 
at 90 degrees. Wellbore breakout analysis must be run to analyze the risk of break outs 




Figure 5.43. FMI image of offset well in Visund field showing drilling-induced  





5.3.5. Fracture Propagation Pressure Enhancement (Analytical Solution). 
The second objective was to evaluate the fracture propagation increase by sealing and/or 
propping fractures for the field cases studied. Abe et al., fracture equation (Section 
4.2.2.1) was used by considering a 5% non-invading zone existing in the fractures. 
Results for new fracture gradients are plotted from Figures 5.45-48. The original casing 
program for the well in the Caspian Sea shows the use of excessive casing strings as a 
result of a tight PP-FG window. However, taking into account 5% of the fracture is filled 














Figure 5.44. Wellbore hoop stress for intact borehole, after fracture propagation and 




 With the same procedure for the well in the Persian Gulf (Figure 5.46), fracture 
gradient can be increased up to 16.55 ppg which is around 3.5 ppg higher than the current 
fracture gradient in the loss zone. These results are very consistent with some field data 
reported by Fuh et al., (1992, 2007). Conditions in the Visund field are different where 
strike-slip faulting regime exist; maximum horizontal stress is very high for this field. 
Figure 5.47 shows that new fracture gradient can be close to overburden stress. An 
intensive wellbore stability study is required for this field which considers conditions in 
highly deviated wellbores with different orientations and potentials for break outs 
(Takatoshi et al., 2001). 
Pore pressure was very high in the well drilled in the Nile Delta and the potential 
for the loss circulation during drilling is more serious. The analysis for this case indicates 
a fracture gradient increase of 1.3 ppg for the zone of interest (Figure 5.48). The actual 
field report indicates that using the loss circulation squeeze system increased the fracture 















Figure 5.46. New fracture gradient predicted for lost circulation episode in  











Figure 5.47. New fracture gradient predicted for lost circulation episode in  





























5.4. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 
The aim of this section is to present results obtained from fracturing experiments. 
Both sandstone and dolomites fractured using water-based muds. 
         5.4.1. Test 1-Dolomite (Water). The first fracture test was conducted on a 
dolomite core sample using water for injection (Figure 5.49). Overburden and confining 
pressures were kept at 400 and 200 Psi respectively. Figure 5.50 shows injection pressure 
versus time for this test. Fracture breakdown pressure for this test occurred at 1222 Psi. 
As illustrated in Figure 5.50, a sharp breakdown did not happen in this test due to pre-
existing natural fractures in the sample which are also visible in the figure. These pre-


















             5.4.2. Test 2-Dolomite (8% Bentonite). The second fracture test was also 
conducted on the dolomite core sample using 8 % Bentonite mud (Figure 5.51). 
Overburden and confining pressures were kept similar to the previous test. A second 
reopening cycle was also conducted for this test right after the releasing pressures in the 
first cycle. Figure 5.52 shows the result of injection pressures versus time for the two test 
cycles. Unlike the first test with water, a sharp breakdown pressure was observed in this 
test. This is because of fewer pre-existing natural fractures in the sample as shown in 
Figure 5.51. As shown in Figure 5.52, fracture initiation pressure happened at 3405 Psi, 
and the pressure continued until ultimate breakdown at 3700 Psi. After ultimate 
breakdown, the pressure dropped to around 1650 Psi. In the reopening cycle, breakdown 










The 400 Psi pressure difference between the reopening and propagating pressure 
at the first cycle is due to fracture healing and mud gelling of 8% Bentonite mud which is 
in agreement with the DEA-13 experiment results. The higher breakdown pressure in this 
test (3700 Psi) compared to the previous test with water (1222 Psi) is also due to using 
mud as a non-penetrating injection fluid. One important observation is the huge 
difference between the laboratory fracture pressure and the pressure obtained from the 
theoretical Kirsch solution, 04002002 TPbreakdown +=×= (Psi). This difference comes from 
a variety of sources including the size and end effect of the laboratory set up. These 
effects were also observed in the fracture test results from the DEA-13 and the GPRI 









As shown in Table 5.7 for the DEA-13 fracture experiments, the breakdown 
pressure ratio between the laboratory and theoretical solution for the 1.5 inch borehole is 
more than three times when using drilling fluids. 
  
 
Table 5.7. Comparison of borehole breakdown pressure between theoretical and 








Muds (Ave) 1800 2200 3350 11500 
Muds (Ave) 300 2500 1450 4300 
Water 900 1100 1229 4000 
Oil 900 1100 1229 5600 
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Furthermore, the borehole diameter has a significant difference in borehole 
breakdown pressure. Whereas the borehole radius increases, the breakdown pressure 
decreases. Results from DEA-13 experiments (Figure 5.53) for the breakdown pressure 
on the 1.5 inch and 4 inch boreholes showed 2310 pressure difference (10300 Psi for 1.5 





Figure 5.53. Wellbore breakdown pressure using 16 ppg mud for 1.5 inch and 4 inch 




In order to accurately predict breakdown pressure at field conditions, a correlation 





Figure 5.54 illustrates the relationship for the borehole breakdown pressure based 
on the borehole diameter in the DEA-13 experiments; although having two data points 
and a linear relationship is not enough to draw a firm conclusion. However, this can be 






Figure 5.54. Linear correlation for wellbore breakdown pressure versus wellbore size 






             5.4.3. Test 3-Dolomite (Horizontal Fracture). In this test, the goal was to create 
the horizontal fracture in the sample using water and also to measure the breakdown 
pressure. For this reason, values for confining and overburden pressures were swapped 
for this test and injection pressure versus time was recorded. Figure 5.55 shows the core 
sample before fracturing (left) and horizontally split core after the fracture test (right). 
 


































Figure 5.56 shows the injection pressure versus time for this test. Fracture 
breakdown pressure occurred at 2224 Psi for this sample. It was attempted to run the 
reopening test on this sample; but due to horizontal fracture occurrence in the first cycle, 
increasing injection pressure led to overburden pressure increase. This increase occurred 
due to lifting up the split core in the test apparatus and pushing on the overburden pad. 
Similar to previous tests, higher than theoretical breakdown pressure was recorded for 
this test due to borehole size and core end effects. 
           5.4.4. Test 4-Sandstone (8% Bentonite). The first fracture test on the sandstone 
sample was conducted using 8% Bentonite mud. Unlike the dolomite core samples, the 
sandstone had no pre-existing natural fractures (Figure 5.57). Figure 5.58 shows injection 
pressure versus time for this test. Similar to the test on dolomite with 8% Bentonite, the 















Fracture initiation pressure for this sample occurred at 1850 Psi and pressure 
increased until ultimate breakdown which happened at 1928 Psi pressure. Shortly after 
the first cycle, the second injection was conducted shortly and ultimate reopening 
pressure was recorded at 1794 Psi. The pressure difference between the two peaks can be 
explained by the tensile strength of the sandstone; the average value from conducted 
Brazilian tests reported to be 377 Psi. According to the theoretical equation, it was 
expected to observe the reopening pressure at 1551 Psi (tensile strength subtracted from 












However, due to fracture healing caused by 8% Bentonite, higher reopening 
pressure can be justified. This indicates using only 8% Bentonite (without any LCM) can 
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result in about a 243 psi strengthening effect. In addition, lower pressure breakdown was 
observed for sandstone when compared with dolomite using similar mud. This is due to 
much lower permeability in dolomite compared to sandstone which provides a perfect 
non-penetrating condition in the dolomite sample. 
Another important observation is the difference between the breakdown pressures 
by the theoretical Kirsch solution similar to the test on the dolomite sample. The pressure 
obtained from the theoretical Kirsch solution ( 7773774002002 0 =+=+×= TPbreakdown
Psi). This is much lower than what was obtained from the laboratory experiments (1928 
Psi). To justify pressure difference affected by wellbore size, the scaling relationship 
from DEA-13 experiments was used. 
Figure 5.59 illustrates the wellbore breakdown pressure obtained from the 
previous numerical linear elastic model for the 8.5 inch wellbore, breakdown pressure 
obtained from the laboratory experiment for the 0.5 inch wellbore and the scaled up result 
















Figure 5.59. DEA-13 correlation has been used for scaling up fracture breakdown 




A very good agreement between lab and correlated results exists (3.3 % error). 
This is a very important observation in predicting the accurate fracture breakdown 
pressure based on wellbore diameter and explains very well why smaller borehole sizes 
have less stability problems compared to larger borehole diameters (van den Hoek et al., 
1994). 
Similar observations have been reported by others for predicting rock strength 
from laboratory experiments (van den Hoek et al., 1994 and Collins, 2002). They have 
examined the scale effect on a hollow cylinder. For a rock friction angle of o30=φ , the 
scale effect was: 
∝fσ (2*RW)-m                                                                                                     (5.2) 
where fσ  is the confining stress at failure and m=0.3333 or 0.2667, depending on the 
failure mode. For a wellbore diameter of 8.5 inches, this will result in a drop to 39% to 
47% of the failure stress of the 0.5 inch inner diameter specimen. Figure 5.60 shows 
borehole collapse results on Castlegate, Berea and Red Wilmore sandstones, which 
clearly indicates smaller borehole diameters have higher collapse strengths. Although a 
size effect is quite common in rock mechanics testing, not much work conducted in 
studying the size dependency of the wellbore breakdown pressure. 
             5.4.5. Collecting Input Data. Input data for a finite-element model includes 
Young's modulus, tensile strength, porosity, permeability, fracture toughness, injection 
rate, and drilling fluid rheological properties. Table 5.8 shows the input data obtained for 
Sandstone. Young's modulus was obtained from correlation existing between UCS and 
Young's modulus (Nygaard et al., 2007): 
7.04.9 EUCS =                                                                                                       (5.3) 
The UCS value was measured by the triaxial cell setup existing in the McNutt 
Hall drilling lab and the average value of UCS is reported in Table 5.8. Fracture 
toughness was calculated from the empirical correlation existing between Brazilian 






Figure 5.60. Hollow cylinder collapse strength and initial failure for different inner 





Table 5.8. Sandstone rock properties measured by laboratory experiments 
Roubidoux Sandstone Properties 
Permeability (mD) 63 
Porosity (%) 15 
Average UCS (Psi) 12325 
Young Modulus (MMPsi) 3.32 
Poisson's Ratio 0.25 
Fracture Toughness (Psi*inch^(0.5)) 387 






Table 5.9 shows drilling fluid properties of 8 % Bentonite used for the fracture 
test on the sandstone sample. 
 
          
Table 5.9. Rheological properties of 8% Bentonite mud  
 
 
            
 
5.4.6. Finite-element Model. Three-dimensional finite-element models (FE 
models) were constructed with the similar dimensions compared to the core samples 
using quadratic elements and increasing mesh density in the near wellbore region (Figure 
5.61). Due to symmetry conditions, the model was cut in half and symmetry boundary 
conditions were used (Figure 5.62). Similar to previous models, near wellbore stresses 
were imposed by removing wellbore elements and having overburden and confining 
pressures applied to all elements in the FE model.  
Data obtained from laboratory experiments (Table 5.8) was used in the numerical 
model. The fluid flow model in the cohesive elements was based on the power law 
drilling fluid model in Table 5.9. Filter cake permeability was defined and calculated 
based on the results from the filter-press test.  
The goal here is to compare the results obtained from the last experiment on the 
sandstone sample with numerical simulations. Since tensile strength of the sandstone has 
been measured in lab tests, this information can be used for defining fracture initiation 
criteria in the model. No laboratory experiment was conducted for the tensile strength of 
the dolomite sample. 
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Figure 5.62. Half model used in simulations because of symmetry conditions 
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The time to reach tensile strength of the rock and fracture initiation can be 
predicted from the numerical results. This information then can be compared with the 
wellbore breakdown time which is 242 sec (4 min) with 5ml/min injection rate (Figure 
5.58).  
           5.4.7. Simulation's Results. As mentioned in the previous section, fracture 
initiation refers to the beginning of the degradation of the response of a material. 
Specifically, when normal stress in fracture elements reach the tensile strength of the 
rock, the fracture starts to initiate in the model. Figure 5.63 shows that at t=345 sec, 
normal stress in the wellbore wall's cohesive element reach the tensile strength value (377 
Psi or 2.6 Mpa). At this point, as more fluid is pumped into the fracture, it starts to 



















Figure 5.63. a. Fracture initiation at t=345 Sec, b and c. Propagation of hydraulic fracture 




The second shot is taken at t=387 sec, when fracture has a fracture length of 1.21 
inch and the maximum width of the fracture is 46 Micron. And the final shot was taken at 
t=413 sec, where the fracture length reached 1.49 inch and the maximum fracture 
opening is 56 micron. Figure 5.64 shows pore pressure profile and the maximum fracture 
opening at injection zone.  
The time required for fracture initiation and breakdown from the numerical 
simulation is 103 seconds more that what actually was observed from laboratory 
experiments. The difference in time is because of two uncertainties in the values used in 
the numerical simulations. These uncertainties are related to the lab experiments: 
• Actual permeability of the near wellbore 
• Actual injection rate inside the wellbore 
These uncertainties rise from the experiment set up and procedure. Before running each 
experiment using drilling fluid, the procedure was to flush and circulate mud into the 
wellbore in order to build up an impermeable filter cake in the wellbore. This occurred 
before starting the fracture test. This phenomenon was not reflected in the simulations, 
because it is not clear to which order of magnitude permeability should be reduced in the 
near-wellbore region of the model. Furthermore, this effect only has to be included as a 
very thin layer on the borehole wall to consider the effects of the initial mud cake. 
Due to the uncertainty in permeability, the amount of drilling fluid's leak off into 
the formation in the numerical simulations is higher than in the actual experiment. This 
condition will increase the time required for the fracture initiation in the model. 
The other uncertainty is the injection rate which is read at the pump outlet before 
going through the accumulator unit and injection lines. Having 5ml/min injection rate at 
pump outlet may not be the exact injection rate into the wellbore. Friction effects caused 
by pumping mud through accumulator pads and injection lines might change the rate of 







Figure 5.64. Pore pressure in the model at the end of simulation (t=693 Sec) and 




In order to get more accuracy from numerical models, two modifications should 
be made. First, one extra flow sensor should be placed at the wellbore inlet in order to 
accurately read the injection rate inside the wellbore. Second, surface elements should be 
included in the numerical model defining lower permeability at the wellbore wall as 
illustrated in Figure 5.65. Further simulations must be conducted defining permeability 


















Figure 5.65. Surface elements should be defined at borehole wall in order to define mud 





This section can be summarized into three main sections: 
• Predicting fracture geometry and fracture parametric studies 
• Hoop stress changes after fracture initiation, propagation and sealing 
• Laboratory experiments and lab finite-element models 
Results from fracture parametric studies indicated the importance of Young's modulus 
and permeability as the most important parameters affecting fracture width. It was also 
found that knowledge of fracture width at the wellbore wall is very critical since fractures 
in different samples show similar width at fracture width. 
Results from hoop stress changes at each step presented in this section indicate 
that wellbore strengthening is not able to increase wellbore hoop stress more than its ideal 
condition defined by the Kirsch solution. However, analytical solutions confirm that the 
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existence of sealant in the fracture is able to enhance fracture propagation pressure when 
reopening induced fractures.  
Simulations results also indicate strong effects of Poisson's ratio and stress 
anisotropy on hoop stress restoration. Using analytical solutions indicate the importance 
of having a suitable non-invaded zone in the fracture in order to prevent further 
propagation of the fracture. This should be considered in current wellbore strengthening 
applications which rely on the proactive mud program and particles to wedge into the 
fracture mouth in order to increase wellbore hoop stress. 
The laboratory experiment's results gave the following observations. Scaling 
effect is very significant; borehole breakdown pressure from laboratory experiments are 
much higher than what was predicted from the Kirsch solution. Using the scaling law 
from DEA-13 experiments gives a good approximation between the theoretical value in 
the 8.5 inch wellbore and 0.5 inch wellbore lab experiments. 
Permeability of the formation can significantly change the wellbore breakdown 
pressure. Results from fracture tests on the dolomite sample were much higher than 
sandstone samples. Furthermore, having pre-existing fractures in the formation can 
significantly lower the wellbore breakdown pressure. So, naturally existing fractures is 
one of the primary reasons for having lost circulation unexpectedly. 
Results from finite-element simulations to match laboratory experiments are 
close. However, it takes more time in simulations to reach fracture initiation than actual 
experiments. Two important uncertainties govern this difference: permeability of the 
filter cake at the wellbore wall and actual injection rate in the wellbore. Some 
modifications in the laboratory set up and the numerical model are required in order to 















Numerical results verified hoop stress restoration by fracture sealing as shown in 
Figure 5.34 and field cases presented in Section 5.3. However hoop, stress increase more 
than the ideal case (wellbore without fracture) was not verified (as seen in Figure 5.34). 
The important concept here is to find or establish the ideal hoop stress or the ideal 
fracture gradient represented as the Kirsch solution for a non-fractured material a 
wellbore can have and then compare it with the fracture gradient achieved after 
conducting wellbore strengthening. This is especially critical in an operational sense 
when the upper limit or ideal fracture gradient is unknown due to the unavailability of 
extended leak off tests (XLOT). Often the results published for a successful wellbore 
strengthening operation consider the ideal fracture gradient based on leak off tests (LOT) 
or mini-frac results (as seen in Section 5.3). To better understand this misconception, this 
section will begin with a discussion on leak off tests and/or extended leak off tests which 
give valuable information on the wellbore condition and how this will change the 
practical implications of wellbore strengthening. Two field case examples for wellbore 
strengthening in the Gulf of Mexico will be presented wherein the first case shows how 
results from LOT can mislead in establishing an ideal fracture gradient and the wellbore 
condition. In the second example, the results after conducting wellbore strengthening are 
compared with the Kirsch solution for the ideal fracture gradient. 
 In addition, a new methodology to identify the lost circulation type is presented 




6.1. LEAK OFF TEST  
To identify the fracture pressure gradient in the formation leak off tests, extended 
leak off tests (XLOT) or mini-frac tests can be conducted. These tests are normally 
conducted after a cement job to ensure the pressure integrity of the shoe. For a leak off 
test, a volume is pumped slowly with a constant flow rate into a few feet of formation 
below the casing shoe. The pressure and volume readings are plotted until the linear 
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pressure versus volume response shows a distinct break in the curve (Figure 6.1). If a 
mini-frac or XLOT (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) test is conducted pumping is continued 
until a clear formation breakdown is seen and pumping is continued to identify fracture 
propagation pressure before pumping is stopped. When the pressure is stopped, the 
frictional dynamic loss for the pumping fracture is lost and pressure is bled off. The 
instantaneous shut in pressure and fracture closure pressure can be recorded (Raaen et al., 
2006 and Warpinski et al., 1998). For a mini-frac or extended leak off test, the 
instantaneous fracture pressure or fracture closure pressure can be used to estimate the 
least horizontal stress value. See Fjaer et al., (2009) for a review of the different methods 
































The break in the linear trend seen in the leak off test in Figure 6.1 at 2653 psi is 
the leak off point (LOP). The leak off point is the onset of fracture initiation and not 
where the ultimate fracture breakdown pressure is reached as determined by the Kirsch 
solution (for non-penetrating fluid):  
03 TPP pHhfrac +−−= σσ                                                                        (6.1) 
The onset of fracture initiation can be influenced by drilling induced fractures, 
breakout of parts of the wellbore, chemical reactions occurring between drilling fluids 
and formations, fluid pressure drop in filter cake, filter cake plasticity and drilling fluid 
type, formation plasticity (Aadnoy and Belayneh, 2008, Morita et al., 1990). Actually, the 
fracture model given in Equation 6.1 assumes that there should not be any LOP. The 
model estimates a deformation to appear linear elastically until fracture point is reached. 
Figure 6.2 shows an extended leak off test where the ultimate fracture strength is reached 
without any leak off point to be determined. The ultimate fracture strength occurs at 1855 
psi.  When the fracture propagates further, the fracture has overcome the hoop stresses 
close to the wellbore, and 1285 psi is required to further propagate the fracture. The least 
horizontal stress can be estimated based on the ISIP or change of slope in the bleed back 
phase of the XLOT test.  
Figure 6.3 shows an extended leak off test where the fracture initiation pressure is 
3400 psi and ultimate fracture strength is 3625 psi (Oekland et al., 2002). For the second 
pressure test cycle, fracture initiate pressure is significantly less than the initial maximum 
fracture pressure. When the fracture is reopened in the second pressure cycle, the tensile 
strength in the rock is destroyed. Further, a clearer leak off point is seen in the second 
curve before reaching the maximum fracture pressure of 3045 psi. The difference of 580 
psi will be an upper measure of the tensile strength of the rock. In addition to breaking 
down the tensile strength of the rock, an existing fracture might be hydraulically open 
and to further propagate the fracture, the pressure needs only to be bigger than the least 
horizontal stress (when neglecting friction and fluid losses). Figure 6.4 shows the XLOT 
test from the next well drilled, where the fracture initiation pressure is around 2975 psi, 
which is significantly less than the fracture breakdown pressure of the first well in Figure 
6.4. The fracture initiation pressure is approximately the same as the fracture reopening 
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for the second fracture cycle and comparable to the fracture reopening pressure of the 
first well. The leak off test from well 10-8 in Figure 6.4 shows clearly that the leak off 
tests can represent a value close to the fracture propagation pressure in an already 
damaged formation with preexisting fractures. The fracture initiation pressure value from 
LOT tests can be controlled by fractures or weakness planes and give significantly lower 





















































As seen above, the wellbore condition will greatly control what a leak off test will 
measure. If an extended leak off test is performed, it is easier to identify the actual 
physical condition of the wellbore. Figure 6.5 summarizes the different wellbore 
conditions and what measurement can be obtained from a LOT or XLOT. For an intact 
borehole, the leak off test has to exceed the elevated effective hoop stress and tensile 
strength before fracture propagation starts. If a small fracture appears at the wellbore 
wall, the tensile strength has been overcome, but hoop stresses still prevent fractures to 
propagate. However, for a situation where a large fracture exists around the wellbore, the 
hoop stress reduces to the least horizontal stress perpendicular to the fracture far away 
from the wellbore. In this situation, the LOT test will break off when the fracture starts to 
propagate; and therefore, the LOT is measuring the least horizontal stress. The last 
wellbore condition in Figure 6.5 is when a fracture has propagated to intersect with vugs 
and / or natural fractures. In this situation, LOT measures only the pore pressure gradient. 
The upper limit of the fracture gradient for the intact wellbore where both hoop stress and 
tensile strength contributes to the fracture resistance is given by Equation 6.1.  
Naturally, existing fractures intersecting the wellbore will reduce the leak off 
gradient as seen in Figure 6.5. However, in most drilling operations XLOT is not 
performed and which of the situations in Figure 6.5 the LOT test represents is not easily 
determined. If LOT results are available from nearby wells, comparing the results can 
help in determine the wellbore integrity. When losses are experienced in a situation with 
larger fractures (the two lower situations on Figure 6.5), sealing off the fracture and void 
space with LCM material will stop losses. However, if drilling commences and losses 
continue because of the added pressure from annular friction pressure, the LCM material 
has to be placed so that the fracture is sealed off close to the wellbore wall. Near the 
wellbore wall the hoop stresses rise which can significantly increase the fracture pressure. 
 Figure 6.6 shows that for a 8.5 inch wellbore about one foot into the formation 
most of the hoop stress is gone. Therefore, it is required that the LCM material has a size 






Figure 6.5. Effect of how different wellbore conditions change  






























6.2. CRITICAL REVIEW OF WELLBORE STRENGETHENING  
       (FIELD CASE  STUDIES) 
 
The aim of this section is to present two relevant field cases for wellbore 
strengthening. In the first case, the LOT results can mislead in establishing ideal fracture 
gradient and wellbore condition. In the second case, the fracture gradient achieved by 
wellbore strengthening is compared with the fracture gradient obtained from the Kirsch 
solution in an ideal wellbore with no fracture. 
 6.2.1. Case I- Western Shelf, Gulf of Mexico. The western shelf in the Gulf of 
Mexico is one of the most challenging areas in the world to drill due to HP/HT 
conditions, faulted formations, and depleted reservoirs. Lost circulation has been reported 
as one of the major problems in this region (Traugott et al., 2007). 
 A well has been drilled in this area to explore deep HPHT gas reservoirs. The 
well name and exact location has not been disclosed by the operators. Severe losses and 
kicks were encountered in the original drilling plan and before reaching target depth. 
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After unsuccessful sidetracks to pass  the lost zone, it was decided to conduct wellbore 
strengthening or WPCI (wellbore pressure containment integrity) treatments in order to 
increase wellbore integrity.  
Two weak zones were clearly identified before the wellbore strengthening job: 
One below the shoe at 17628 to 17710 ft measured depth (16038 TVD), and the other at 
18480 to 18520 ft measured depth (16679). Before treatments, maximum mud weight of 
18 ppg was not enough to hold back the lower producing sand; and as the mud weight 
increased, the well started to lose mud in the upper weak zone (Traugott et al., 2007).  
Two treatments were planned and used in the weak zones, and the wellbore 
pressure integrity was increased from 18.26 to 19.1 ppg. No losses were reported after 
treatments and when reached TD (Total depth). Figure 6.7 shows the LOT results before 
treatments, after first treatment, and after the second treatment. The analysis is based on 





Figure 6.7. LOT data for open hole section before treatment, after the first treatment, and 




Further analysis of Figure 6.7 indicates that LOT after the first treatment cannot 
be representative of the fracture gradient for the intact wellbore and which of the 
situations in Figure 6.5 the LOT test represents is not easy to determine. The 
misconception here is to consider these results as a proof for the wellbore strengthening 
operation to increase wellbore hoop stress beyond its ideal value. Increase in the fracture 
gradient after treatments might have been achieved by restoring wellbore hoop stress 
where the upper limit is not clear. Unfortunately, no geomechanical data was reported in 
order to calculate the ideal fracture gradient by using analytical solutions.     
 6.2.2. Case II- Mississippi Canyon, Gulf of Mexico. In 2008, Total E&P USA 
sidetracked a well in the Mississippi Canyon (Fett et al., 2008). Figure 6.8 shows the mud 
weight window for this well. A geomechanical study indicated that a 10.3 ppg mud 
weight is required to prevent borehole breakout in order to drill the reservoir section. As 
shown by Figure 6.8, because of depletion in this field, the fracture gradient has 
significantly dropped at depth 7200 ft. Using predicted mud weight would have greatly 
increased lost circulation in this zone, both while drilling the 8.5 inch hole and cementing 




Figure 6.8. Reported pore pressure, fracture gradient and break outs for deep water well 
in Gulf of Mexico (Modified from Fett et al., 2010) 
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Laboratory tests from cores taken from offset wells indicated highly porous and 
permeable sands which are poorly consolidated. The idea of using SBM muds (synthetic 
based muds) using LCMs was bypassed to prevent formation damage into the producing 
reservoir. It was then decided to use a wellbore strengthening pill in order to strengthen 
the unconsolidated sand.  
This was sidetracked in 8.5 inch hole and before reaching to the top of the sand 
reservoir; the drilling fluid system was treated with wellbore strengthening package. 
Figure 6.9 shows the ECD recorded when drilling the reservoir section. As shown by 
Figure 6.9, the maximum recorded ECD was approximately 11.1 ppg which is above the 
previous break down pressure estimated for this field. No losses were recorded while 
drilling this section. This proved that the wellbore was successfully strengthened.  
A follow up geomechanics study was conducted for this well to calculate the 
theoretical breakdown pressure using the Kirsch solution. The calculated fracture 
gradient has been illustrated by the black line in Figure 6.9. Results indicate that this 
ideal fracture gradient (for intact wellbore without any fracture) is still higher than what 
was achieved by the wellbore strengthening application.  
Although more field cases are required to draw a conclusion for the true upper 
limit of wellbore strengthening, these results, so far, support the conclusion from the 
numerical results where wellbore hoop stress after wellbore strengthening did not exceed 
ideal hoop stress for the intact wellbore. In addition, analysis based on LOT results 
cannot be reliable for predicting the achievable upper limit for wellbore strengthening.  
 
 
6.3. IDENTIFYING FRACTURE TYPE 
For pre-existing fractures it will be important to distinguish between mechanically 
open or closed fractures or hydraulically open or closed fractures. The formation can be 
brittle, so an existing fracture can stay hydraulically open even if there are normal forces 
acting above the fracture plane (Nygaard et al., 2006). When fractures are hydraulically 
open, losses might occur if the mudweight is higher than the pore pressure gradient. The 




Figure 6.9. Measured ECD after wellbore strengthening application and fracture gradient 






A simple criterion to evaluate if there is risk for experiencing hydraulically open 








                                                                                          (6.2) 
Where OCR is overconsolidation ratio and UCS is unconfined compressive 
strength. OCR is a concept taken from soil mechanics which tells us how brittle the rock 
will be under current effective stresses. Details about OCR can be found for instance in 
Lambe and Whitman, 1979. If fractures naturally exist hydraulically open fractures are to 
be expected for OCR values above 2.5. UCS can be estimated from well logs, and 
numerous correlations have been developed between well logs and UCS (Chang et al., 
2006). When experiencing losses in hydraulically open fractures, losses will continue 
until the fracture volume is filled up. To propagate or widen these fractures, the 
mudweight has to be above the least horizontal stress. Therefore, these losses will often 
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stop after some time, even if no lost circulation material is added or not. To better 
understand the concept above, some relevant field cases are presented. 
In Appendix C some field cases with lost circulation incidents are presented. The 
main reason for lost circulation has been cited to be natural fractures or induced tensile 





























7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This study developed finite-element simulations for modeling the fracturing 
process including fracture initiation, propagation and sealing. In addition, analytical 
models, field case studies and laboratory experiments were conducted to further support 
numerical simulations results. The main conclusions of this study can be summarized 
below. 
The analysis presented in this dissertation concludes that the wellbore 
strengthening approach is not able to increase the wellbore hoop stress more than its ideal 
or intact case in the fracture zone. Hoop stress restoration is the main mechanism 
happening during fracture sealing, which, in none of the cases studies goes above the 
ideal wellbore hoop stress. This finding helps to know the limit of this technology in 
current and future field deployments. The maximum fracture gradient enhancement 
obtained from wellbore strengthening should not be expected to exceed the theoretical 
limit from the non-penetrating Kirsch solution. It is plausible that having an appropriate 
non-penetrating zone in a fracture helps to elevate the fracture propagation pressure when 
using enhanced water-based muds. However, it is very challenging to keep a sustainable 
fracture gradient increase above the theoretical limit by increasing fracture propagation 
pressure. The main issue is to keep the stable non-invaded zone (LCM) inside the fracture 
without them failing. 
When planning and evaluating results of the lost circulation treatments or 
wellbore strengthening treatments, it is important to understand how the limitation of data 
is controlling the interpretation and understanding of the results. For instance, leak off 
tests do not give a good indication if the LOP represents the fracture breakdown pressure 
or fracture propagation pressure. Therefore, conducting XLOT tests where a more 
accurate reading of the minimum horizontal stress and the intact fracture breakdown 
pressure is imperative for understanding the type of losses occurring. In addition, well 
logs can be used to estimate if large losses are likely at low mud weights. If the OCR is 
above 2.5, losses should be planned for even when drilling with mud weights at or below 
minimum horizontal stress.  
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Fracture width is a critical data for wellbore strengthening application. 
Simulations of anticipated fracture width should be conducted so the particle size 
distribution of the lost circulation or wellbore strengthening material can be designed to 
seal off the fracture at the wellbore wall to take full effect of the elevated wellbore hoop 
stresses near the wellbore. The actual strength or stiffness of the particulate material 
seems to be of a lesser importance to change hoop stress restoration beyond the Kirsch 
solution. However, the material should be strong enough to withstand the pressure drop 
between the fracture and wellbore. In addition, sufficient strength is required to withstand 
the load when the formation collapses on the material. Furthermore, fracture tip is 
associated with high stress concentration. Effectively sealing this zone will be one of the 
primary mechanisms involved in increasing the fracture propagation pressure, which was 
also concluded using the analytical solution. 
Parametric studies of fracture propagation indicate the strong effect of Young's 
modulus and rock permeability on fracture width. The fracture model presented here can 
predict the fracture geometry based on a pre-defined orientation. Contrary to the general 
belief that fracture width decreases uniformly from the mouth of the fracture to its tip, the 
results of the present study show that fractures are wider at the mouth; and they become 
narrow in a non-linear fashion along their length. Parametric studies of hoop stress 
restoration based on conducted field case studies indicate a strong effect of stress 
anisotropy and rock's Poisson's ratio.  In the case of fracturing, increasing the mud weight 
from the equilibrium state might result in Poisson's effect on the stresses which has an 
effect on the amount of hoop stress restoration.  
Results from laboratory experiments conducted for this study are in very good 
agreement with DEA-13 and GPRI laboratory experiments. Higher wellbore breakdown 
pressure rather than the theoretical prediction was observed in laboratory experiments 
due to scaling effects. Using the DEA-13 experiments correlation for the Berea sandstone 
sample resulted in a very good approximation. However, more work is required to 
develop a robust scaling law for current experiments. More than 200 Psi strengthening 
effect was observed in the sandstone sample when comparing the initial borehole 
breakdown pressure and the reopening pressure when considering average rock tensile 
strength. This may approve the fracture propagation pressure improvement by having a 
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non-invaded zone inside the fracture for water-based muds which, alternatively, explains 
wellbore strengthening mechanism.  
A very high breakdown pressure was observed in the dolomite due to very low 
permeability, high tensile strength and the non-penetrating condition on the borehole 
wall. The experimental pressure test results from the sample with the pre-existing fracture 
had a lower breakdown pressure which did not occur sharply. 
Results reported from laboratory experiments in this study are limited. Future 
work should include more experiments on sandstone using oil-based and synthetic based 
muds and different LCM materials in water-based muds to study fracture breakdown and 
reopening pressures. Furthermore, as mentioned in the first section, the wellbore 
strengthening effect has not been reported for shales due to their low permeability. 
Therefore, lab experiments should be extended for different shales. 
The scaling relationship between laboratory experiments and field conditions 
should be developed. This requires drilling different borehole diameters on the sandstone 
and dolomite and fracture testing at similar conditions. It is expected to observe a similar 
trend to DEA-13 experiments on sandstone; however, the shape of the scaling's curve can 
be different in dolomite or shales due to permeability effects. 
The current numerical model does not consider thermal effects in the simulations. 
Thermal effects caused by various drilling operations can significantly impact near 
wellbore stresses. For instance, in deep water drilling, temperature changes of the drilling 
fluid in the riser result in lower drilling fluid temperature at the bottom hole. Figure 7.1 
shows results of the leak-off tests conducted at various drilling fluid temperatures 
(Gonzalez et al., 2004). 
Tests were performed in an onshore well drilled in South Texas at the depth of 
3000 ft. The water-based mud was first cooled down by ice and circulated until the 
bottom hole temperature reached 92 Degree Fahrenheit (F). The first test was conducted 
and LOT was 2435 Psi. In the next run, the mud was heated and circulated until BHT was 
133o F and the LOT was 2563 Psi, about 128 Psi difference from first test. For the final 
test, BHT was 153o F and the LOT was 2675 Psi which is 240 Psi difference from the 
first test. These results indicate that thermal effects can be very significant especially if a 





Figure 7.1. Leak off test results for various drilling fluids temperature at onshore 




It is highly recommended that future wellbore strengthening studies include 
thermal options in the numerical models and also, if possible, in near wellbore fracture 
experiments. The thermo-poro-elastic material model can be used in numerical 
simulations if thermal properties are also available. 
Chemical and time-dependant effects in shales were not considered in this study. 
The chemical interactions can happen between drilling fluids and shale due to capillary 
effects, osmosis, convection, diffusion and ion flow (Mody and Hale, 1993, van Oort, 
1997). These phenomenon can significantly affect near wellbore stresses which is the key 
for wellbore strengthening applications. Time-dependent effects may also happen due to 
filter cake build up and filter cake properties variation with time which again affects near 
wellbore stresses (Tran et al., 2010). Having an impermeable mud cake around the 
borehole will help to gain strengthening effect due to changes in effective stress 
concentrations around the wellbore (Abousleiman et al., 2007). 
Another line of future work for wellbore strengthening will be wellbore breathing 
which is a lost circulation/well control related problem in the drilling industry, and the 
identification and treatment of this problem is still a critical issue (Ozdemirtas et al., 
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2007). A limited number of studies has been published about the mechanism behind this 
phenomenon; not even a single study has linked this problem with wellbore strengthening 
technology. Field practices reported wellbore breathing as a common phenomenon when 
naturally fractured formations were intersected by the wellbore. Intensive numerical 
simulations studies with potential laboratory experiments design are required to 
investigate this effect in wellbore strengthening context. 
Using nano-particles as LCM in the mud system have great potential to mitigate 
the lost circulation problem and emerge as an alternative wellbore strengthening 
approach. One main advantage with these particles is that they can be made as strong as 
steel due to their size, shape and chemical interactions (Singh and Ahmed, 2010 and 
Phuoc et al., 2009). Therefore, it is recommended to test these materials in the fracture 
experiments in order to verify the strengthening effect achieved. 
Despite the limitations noted, the current poro-elastic model presented in this 
study could successfully investigate the physical mechanisms of wellbore strengthening. 
As noted in the literature, the chemical mechanisms of wellbore strengthening are still 
underutilized, and no successful field deployment has been reported. The model in this 
study was also capable to report fracture geometry (width, length and height) in wellbore 
strengthening applications. The developed model provides insight on critical parameters 
tied with strengthening applications. Furthermore, the conducted laboratory experiments, 















































Rock fracture mechanic tests are required to measure fracture properties. The 
following table represent reported values of fracture energy resistance in different rock 
samples. 










Alpnach Sandstone 94 CENBB Cooper (1977) 
Arizona Sandstone 273 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Cardium Sandstone 105 WDCB Peck et al. (1985b) 
Berea Sandstone 20 RBT Krech (1974) 
Boise Sandstone 87 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Chilhowee Quartzite 62-126 SENB Friedman et al. (1972) 
Coconino Sandstone 50 SENB Friedman et al. (1972) 
Colorado Sandstone 192 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Fontainebleau Sandstone 15-54 DT Darot et al. (1985) 
Milsap Sandstone 227 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Portland Sandstone 73-81 WDCB Barton (1981) 
Sioux Quartzite 180-210 WDCB Peck and Gordon (1982) 
Tennessee Sandstone 76 SENB Friedman et al. (1972) 
Torpedo Sandstone 122 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Valdilliez Sandstone 98 CENBB Cooper (1977) 
Witwatersrand Quartzite 615 DynSENB Dor et al. (1978) 
Woodbine Sandstone 19 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Austin Limestone 15 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Carrara Marble 71 CENBB Cooper (1977) 
Carthage Limestone 78 DCB Perkins and Bartlett (1963) 
Danby Marble 80-100 SENB Forootan-Rad and Moavenzadeh 
(1968) 






































A simple guideline can be used for predicting the minimum stable time when 










ww ∆−+>∆ βγ  
Where  
t∆ : Time increment 
wγ : Specific weight of the wetting liquid 
E : Young's modulus of the soil and/or rock 
k : Permeability of the soil 
wV : Magnitude of the velocity of pore fluid 
β : Velocity coefficient (zero in case of Darcy flow) 
gK : Bulk modulus of the solid grains 




















































To identify whether the fractures are hydraulically open or closed, OCR values 
are calculated. Table C.1 shows the input value used for the OCR calculation and more 
details about lost circulation incident.  
 
Table C.1. Lost circulation occurrence and calculated OCR 
 
 
Gunung Kembang Field (Indonesia) 
 
The Gunung Kembang Field, located in the South Extension area of Indonesia 
working areas, is a carbonate reservoir containing an oil column about 43 feet thick 
(Hudya et al., 2007). The thin oil column is positioned between a gas cap approximately 
117 feet thick and a water aquifer. Evidence of natural fractures was found during early 
field development. While drilling well GK-6 HW by sidetracking already existing 
vertical well GK-6, severe losses to natural fractures were observed. During drilling of 
the pilot hole in the 8 ½ inch hole section, mud losses of approximately 45 bbl/hr 
occurred while using a mud weight of 11 ppg. Major losses occurred in the 6 inch hole 























3280 1000 2855 3186 2400 1279 2.29 Closed 
Offshore Nigeria 
(Intra-Biafra Shale) 
6695 2974 5949 5176 4816 3447 2.63 Opened 
Venezuela (San 
Joaquin Field) 
9180 4500 9180 13495 7711 1700 1.1 Closed 
North Sea Block 
9/13 (Ness Field) 
 
8750 6000 7400 6500 6000 4400 3.22 Opened 
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Losses in the GK-6 Pilot wells were attributed to drilling with high Equivalent 
Circulating Densities (ECDs). In the Gunung Kembang Field, losses were common in 
wells drilled with ECDs ~12 ppg due to critically stressed natural fractures. Fluid losses 
in wells drilled with lower mud weights and ECDs, such as GK-6 HW, may have been 
caused due to overbalanced drilling in a depleted reservoir or drilling into large cavities 
or highly porous fault-breccia zones. Calculated overconsolidation ratio (OCR) for the 
Gunung Kembang Field was 2.29, verifying the natural fractures were hydraulically 
closed.  
Intra-Biafra Shale (Offshore Nigeria) 
 
Geology of the Niger River delta consists of unconsolidated sands of the 
Pleistocene Benin Formation, overlying the Pliocene Agbada Formation (Lowrey and 
Ottesen, 1995). The Qua Iboe member is predominately weak shale, whereas the Biafra 
members are firmer. Both formations are susceptible to mechanical instability. Normal 
faulting, with a major fault system of ENE-WSW represents the structural geology of the 
area.  
Vertical well Oso 16B was planned to be drilled through the Intra-Biafra shale 
from 6,500 ft TVD to 10,700 ft TVD, using mud weights ranging from 12.5 ppg to 13.8 
ppg. On a trip made at 7,581 ft MD, the well packed off and returns were lost at 7,109 ft 
MD (6695 ft TVD). Mud weight was reduced from 12.5 ppg to 11.5 ppg to regain full 
returns. After full returns were regained, mud weight was gradually increased to 13.8 ppg 
to reach TD. 
Maximum hole enlargements of 19 inches through the Intra-Biafra occurred down 
to a depth of 9,000 ft TVD. Below this depth, hole size remained near gauge. Fluids were 
most likely lost due to the jarring and pumping process used while trying to free stuck 
pipe, which is a common issue in this area. Extreme pressures exerted on the wellbore 
during efforts to free pipe caused tensile fracturing, which led to lost returns. Calculated 
OCR for Niger River delta was found to be 2.63, implying hydraulically opened fractures. 
 
San Joaquin Field (Venezuela) 
The San Joaquin Field is located in the eastern part of Venezuela, in the central 
part of the state of Anzoátegui (Azeemuddin et al., 2006). This area is composed of high 
 compressive and tensile stresses that create significant rises and folds in the structure.
Oficina Formation consists of gray to brownish
grained sandstones and siltstones, with thin l
claystones, glauconitic sandstones, and thin limestones. Merecure Formation is made up 
of large, whitish-gray to pinkish
shales and brownish siltstones.
gray, fine to medium-grained, well
The stress regime for both Merecure and San Juan was found to be strike slip.
Mud losses were recorded while
ft, while using a mud weight of 10 ppg. Losses were believed to have occurred due to 
tensile fractures that were created due to insufficient mud weight (Figure
drilling induced fracture shown in Fi
fracture present in the formation, causing lost circulation at that location. Losses did not 
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breakouts (right)
-gray shales, light gray, fine to coarse
ignites, ligntic shales, green to light
-gray, quartizitic sandstones, with layers of light
 The San Juan Formation is mostly very hard, gray to light 
-sorted sandstone beds ranging from 1 to 3 feet thick. 
 drilling through the San Juan Formation at 9180 
gure C.1 is considered to be associated with a natural 
Calculated OCR was 1.1, indicating 
 
Borehole image showing drilling induced fracture (left) and 








 C.1). The 
 
 Ness Field (North Sea Block 9/13)
Block 9/13 is located in the west
sector of the North Sea (Ottesen and Kwakwa, 1991)
of Block 9/13 are related to the Paleocene and Jurassic shales present in the area. 
Structural geology of the area shows NNE oriented horst with westward tilted faul
blocks. 
Lost returns were experienced during cementing in some wells but not others
most likely because of the variation in the fracture gradient, as well as the depletion of 
the reservoir. With the depletion of the normally pressured reservoir and the 
higher mud weight to stabilize the formation, the casing design was altered to better suit 
the conditions (Figure C.2). 
for most of the 12 ¼ inch hole section. 
signifying hydraulically opened fractures.
          Figure C.2.
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